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C HAPTER l : INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Overview 
With the rapid change of technological. it is not astonishing that the teaching and 
learning approach is also having its evolution era. In fact. traditional methods are not 
enough to support or fulfill nowadays-educational world anymore. TI1us, through the 
studies and researches result show that collaborative learning is one of the suggested 
teaching and learning approach. 
What is collaborative learn ing? Collaborative learning is an educational 
approach to teaching and learning that involves groups of students working together 
to solve a problem, complete a task, or create a product. It is based on the idea that 
learning is a naturally social act in which the participants talk among themselves 
{Gerlach. 199./ j. In a collaborative learning setting, students have the opporttmity to 
converse with peers. present and defend ideas. e\changc d1vc1 sc beliefs, quel>tion 
other conceptual fra111eworks, and arc actively cn11agcd /Smith and MacGrcp,or, 
1992/. 
Collaborative learning is a slow and tedious process. It requires all the 
participants to be µrc.:sent at a partic11la1 placl! at thl! same tune fot a discussion 
purpose. Thc~forc. the potential or w llabnrntive lct1111111g was still not fully 
developed. llu · brings us the idea of (kvcloping web-based collaborative learning 
tools called Collaborative Leaming Tools (CLT). 
CL T focuses on two collaborative teaming methods: Jigsaw Puzzle 
(developed by Teo Poh Ling) and Think-Pair-Share (developed by Teh Hwee See). 
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While this project main purpose is to integrate these two methods into a complete 
collaborative learning tool. 
CL T enable large groups of students to be taught and assessed using a group 
based approach. Regardless of the specific approach taken or how much of the 
ubiquitous lecture-based course is replaced, the goal is the same: to shift learning 
from a teacher-centered to a student-centered model /Smith and AfacGregor, 1992}. 
CL T comprises an integrated set of tools: -
• P11hlish111g tool - to allow the instmctor to publish discussion materials. 
• Comm1micat10n tool (such as email) - to allow communication between 
instructor and students. 
• Management tool - to aid the instrnctor to control and manage the students, 
courses, announcements, disc11ssio1\S and evc•Hs. 
In vision of this project is a totally new idea: future enhancement will he 
focused on adding more collaborative learning methods to the system ·nm project 
vision is to constrnct a collaborative learning tool that tackles the rcq11iremcnts or a 
wider user base. 
1.2 Motivation 
Based on the in fonnation and research rcsulls from Internet, we have found that 
collaborative learning is an advantage-learning tool. I lowcver, the current web-based 
collaborative learning systems are quite expensive. Moreover, most of the available 
systems are focus on e-leaming rather than collaborative learning. llms, we come 
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out an idea to develop a web-based collaborative system. f urthennore, we found that 
it is also well suite with the Smart School objectives 
Smart School is one of the seven flagship applications for implementation in 
blueprint of i\1ultimcdia Super Corridor (MSC). It is a learning institution that has 
been systematically reinvented in tenns of teaching-learning practices and school 
management. The objective is to alter the school culture to teaching-learning and 
management processes. The focus of the Smart School idea is as follows: -
• Emphasis on maturity of thought , application of in fonnation technology and 
assimilation of noble values. 
• Proficiency in science and mathematics. 
• Enhancement of performance according to individual capabilities 
• Contribution to the development of knowledge. 
In Smart School, students, teachers and the community have 1he1r own role 
and responsibilities Lcnming will be self-d11cctcd and provide studcnl with val)•mµ 
capability while teacher will play the important role of facilitators Therefore, we 
make a decision to develop web-based collabormive learning wol<i, which 1..; qlllU..: 
well matched with the objectives of this flagship applicat ion 
1.3 tatcmcnt of Problems 
Collabora1ivc learning is a philosophy of teaching that focus on working together, 
building together, teaming together, changing together and improving together. 
~ toreover, it has been wide spreading into web-based service, which fit today's 
globalized world. However, it still has its loophole. Below is the list of its problems: 
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a.) Current web-based system more likely a n c-lcarning tool 
l11rough our research, we found that most of the current web-based collaborative 
teaming systems pay more focus on on line teaming instead of playing its role as a 
real collaborative learning tool. For an example, www.blackboard.com only 
provide web-based learning environment for the users but not relevant 
collaborative learning techniques (such as Jigsaw Puzzle and Think-Pair-Share). 
b.) Tedious and bureaucracy process 
Collaborative learning process involves tedious and bureaucracy steps in 
preparation. These time-consuming and cumbersome works always burden 
instructor. llms. instructors are always avoiding themselves from using it as their 
teaching method. 
c.) Difficult to kec1) tmck of the pro~rc. s 
In manual approach, it is very hard to keep track or how the group is pcrfonnmg 
and how each membc1 is fulfilling the assigned role. Instructor 1s unable to 
supervise well of each group's discussion process. Besides. instnictor is also 
unable to respond to the participants for 1hc1r misunderstanding of the topic 
given. 
d.) Space limitation 
Without assistance of powerful web-based t(.,'Clrnolob'Y. any purpose or 
proceedings. which involve teamwork or group effort , may need the attendance 
of all the participants in a particular location. This space limitation has lead to 
inflexibility and inefficiency of manual system. 
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e.) Inexperience instructor on using the collaborative learning technique 
Inexperience instmctor may be lost when applies the collaborative learning 
approach due to insufficient of guides and references. Consequently, the flow of 
the collaborative learning process will easy out of control. 
l.4 Project Objectives 
CL T main objective is to provide a complete and efficient learning environment for 
collaborative learning approach. Some of other vital objectives are: -
• To enhance w1derstanding of collaborative learning. 
• To provide an environment for integration of two collaborative teaming 
methods: Jigsaw Puzzle & Think-Pair-Share. 
• To stimulate these two collaborative teaming methods in a complete fonn of 
tool. 
• To provide a fully sci f-control/scl f-111a 11age111e11t workspace for autho1 izc<l 
instnictor to organi1cd the collaborat1ve learning (online). 
1.5 Project Scope 
The implementation of CLT will require a s1g111 ticant of man-hours. so the project 
has to be defined to ensure the system can be completed in a lim11auon of tune. ·1 he 
scope for this project is limited to the lnt1.:111ct 11 sc1 s from secondary education 
in titutc in t-. talaysia. Two main sections that 11wolvcd in the CL.I arc depicted as 
below: -
>- Instructor Section 
Teacher needs to register as a member before he/she can start using the CL T. 
Once he/she had become authorized user. he/she is assigned for a workspace, 
5 
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where he/she has a fully control to manage his/her own courses and students. 
He/she has to input the student's infonnat ion and give them the password to 
login. Besides, he/she also have the access right to post an announcement, create 
discussion session and put on some relevant infonnation materials to the tool, 
where the students can only access them without modify or remove them. I le/she 
also can send email to the students using the tool. 
>-- Students Section 
Students from secondary school that are under particular instructor and have 
given password can join in the certain discussion session. They can use the tool 
to view their records; result, announcements and discussions materials or even 
notes. In additionally, they can communicate with each other by sending email. 
1.6 Mcthodolo~· 
Methodology is a sofiware process model that represent of a son ware process. It can 
fon11 a common understanding of the activities/tasks that involved in sof\warc 
development. Besides. it helps in finding the inconsistencies. redundancies and 
omissions in the process to ensure that the final product meets the requirements of its 
end-users. within a prcdictl.'Ci budget and schedule. 
The app1oach thtH will be \1scd th1 011t•hout this prnjcct is /?at"""" l/11~f/c:d 
l'rocess. It consists or four fundamental phases, which arc including inception, 
elaboration. constniction and transition. 
The main purpose of choosing this model is because of it allowed iteration; 
where a complete development loop resulting in a release (internal or external) of an 
6 
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executable product, a subset of the final product under development, which grows 
incrementally from iteration to iteration to become the final system. ll1is 
methodology will be elaborate more thoroughly in Chapter 3. 
1.7 Ex11ccted Outcome 
The deliverables of the CL Tis expected to meet the following features: -
r Courses and students management. 
r Annow1cement, discussion and events on calendar management. 
,. Integrate the two collaborative learning methods as well. 
r Access the ongoing discussion content. 
CLT is also expected to meet the non-flmctional pcrfonnancc: -
). lligli reliability and security 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ll1e system is expected to pcrfom1 its intcndLxl function with required 
precision and accumcy. 
'Ilic system should be cquipp1.,xl with sufficient security features to 
enhance its reliability. 
Each access by different users group should be authenticated and 
validat1.'<l by the system as well . 
It should be able to opcmtc all the tune 
")> E !fl ci em 
• The system is expected to make a fully use of system resources including 
the memory utilization and processing time. 
7 
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> Portable 
• ll1e system should be able to operate in multiple platfonns. 
).. Usable 
• The system must be easy to use, especially to the two mainly users group, 
instn1ctors and students as we define early in the project scope. 
• Interfaces should be usl!r friendly, intuitive and consistent. 
> Easy to mai11tai11 amt e11/u111ce 
• ll1e system is developed in such a way that it may easy to evolve to meet 
the changing needs or enhancements in future 
1.8 Project Schrdulc 
PrOJ<.'Ct schedule is one of the most esscntml p:uts 111 u system development Many 
problems will occur due to act I\ 11 1cs arc not hccn \\Cll pl:mmng and scheduling at 1he 
bcg111n111g of the prnJect development Figure I . I shows the Gantt chart of the CLT 
project. Each task is divided into several phases and each phase has its own 
activities. Project duration: June l 0 th1 ough Fel> 20. 
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Figure 1.1: Gantt chart ofCLT project 
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1.9 Report Layout 
This report aims to describe the project intended to be carried out. The layout of the 
report is as depicted below: -
C hapter l : In trod uction 
This chapter begins with a brieny introduction to Collaborative Leaming Tool (CL T). 
It is followed by the motivation to develop the CL T, its problems definition, objectives 
and scope, chosen methodology, and its expected outcome. A project schedule is then 
perfonncd in Gantt chart drawn using Microsoft Proj~ct. 
C hapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter discusses the overall research that had done on tlus project Fi rstly, the 
domain studies on the project arc co crcd It is fo llowed hy the technology review. 
which arc potential to be used in this project development. 
Chapter 3: l\lcthocloloJ!.y 
This chapter is started with a brief description of the soft w.ue process model. Then, the 
overview as a'' hole on the justification of methodology is depicted "' tktails. 
C hapter 4: ystcm Analysis 
This chapter describes the fact-finding techniques that used to elicit the requirements. 
The uses cases diagram is used to define the functional requirements. It is followed by 
the non-functional requirements, hardware and software requirements. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
This chapter will include the design of system architecture, system functionality 
design, database design an interface design. 
C hapter 6: System Implementation and Development 
This chapter will describe on how to construct the application including the system 
development environment, program coding and database development. 
C hapter 7: System Testing 
This chapter describe on the techniques used to test the application. 
C hapter 8: Evnluation a nd Conclusion 
This chapter concludes the development of the application and mcludes some of the 
suggestions for future enhancement. 
1.10 Chapter Summary 
Collaborative learning itself is very complex and hard to implement. With the 
appearance of computer supported CLT, many web-based collaborative karning tools 
had been emerged. Cl.Tis a tool to mcrease unde1standmg of Collahorntive Leaming. 
This project is im entcd to stimulate two collaborat1 e lea ming methods: Jigsaw Puzzle 
and Think-Pair-Shan~. Several problems of current collaborative learning tools are 
identified to be soh ed in order to achieve the expected outcome of CL T. Rational 
Unified Process is chosen as project methodology and the project schedule is well 
planned to ensure the project to be completed in time and meet those requirements. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVlE\V 
2.1 Domain Studies 
Researches are made on switch in traditional education towards usmg web as a 
medium in education. These can help to gain more understanding on the proposed 
system, which will be developed. 
2.1.1 Traditional Education 
In the traditional classroom, especially for primary and secondary school, a teacher 
conveys his/her knowledge to the students at a prearranged time and location. During 
the class, the teacher would give a lecture according the textbook or some reference 
books. Simultaneously, the teacher will write down important notes or points on the 
blackboard or even distribute lecture notes when necessary. Exercises will be given to 
the students at the end of the class as revision Sometimes, qu i1.1cs. tcsb or 
examinations are also held in the class to evaluate students' understanding for a 
subject. Although there arc some of the teacher had implied the group work in the 
class but the specific technique such as collaborative !~ming is rarely used. 
2.1.2 New Concepts of Education 
With the advent of the Internet, tmdit1onal k :11 n1ng 1s 11\ the process of undergoing a 
paradigm shift within the learning environment. Teaching and learning are no longer 
constrained to the traditional classroom. Computer-assisted learning, computer-based 
education, collaborative learning have brought a new approach that is having 
increasingly important impact on teaching or learning practices in the education. 
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Computer-mediated communication such as email, World Wide Web and Whiteboard 
en\'ironment also can help to enhance the interaction between students and teachers. 
2.1.3 The Web as a Medium for Teaching and Learning 
The Web has been widely touted as a means for enhancing teaching and learning 
/ llawkridge 1996. p. 5; Sangster 1995, p. 3 j. Indeed there are now many examples of 
University courses that have been launched on the Web. 
2.1.3. l Benefits 
The main reasons of using the Web as a medium for education: -
;.. It makes a large volume of valuable resources insta ntly ava ilable. 
The Web's user-friendly hypertext graphical interface has em1X1wcrcd many 
people to use it to 'publish' infom1ation. 
;.. It facilitates effective communica tions between the teacher and student 
Lectures could b1.: compkrnentcd by presentation using a Web browser to 
access material in real-time. 
, It complements trntlitional tcnchin~ nnd karnin~ methods 
Discussion groups can be conduct1.:d between geographically dispersed 
individuals and the field experiments can be conducted on-line regardless of 
the time of day. 
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2.1.3.2 Problems 
There are still some problems on using the web as a medium for education: -
, Time to markup materia l is longer than the traditional lecture mate rial 
Longer progress times need for design issues associated with on-line material 
and the time required locating the most appropriate on-line resources. 
;,... Huge overheads associated with the maintenance of the markup materia l 
Due to the rapidly changing technology associated with a subject, it was 
necessary to constantly evaluate the material to ensure it was relevant and up-
to-date. Secondly, the volatile nature of URL links meant that regular checking 
was required to ensure that they were still valid. 
, Difficult to check the quality of the material 
l lcnce, teachers and students might need to be able to verify the qual ity of 
information if there is any doubt as to its authenticity. 
2.1.4 Collaborative Lcarnin~ 
2.1.4.1 Definition of Collabornti\•e Learning 
Collaborati\C kaming is the idea thnl small , mtcrdcpcndcnt groups of students work 
together as a team to help each other kam / /)0111011, I Y8./; Gahbert et al. 1986; 
.Jo/111.wm a11d Joh11so11, 1989; Johnson et al. 1991; Kadel/ and Keehner, 199./; Kaye, 
1991: l\/emm. 199./; Jl'ehh, 1982}. 
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the purpose of achieving an academic goal has been "1dcly researched and advocated 
throughout the education institutes. Many collaborative learning methods were 
explored and introduced by some researchers /ShJ\'111. R. . Sharan. S., /,a:arowit::, R. 
fl.. Webb, C., and Schmuck, R.. 1985; Slavin, R. 1;;., 1995/. 
The term "collaborative learning" refers to an instruction method in which 
students at various performance levels work together in small groups toward a 
common goal. The students are responsible for one another's learning as well as their 
own. Thus, the success of one student helps other students to be successful. 
Collaborative teaming is a personal philosophy, not just a classroom 
technique. There is a sharing of authority and acceptance of responsibility among 
group members for the group's actions The underlying premise of collaborative 
learning is based upon consensus building through cooperation by group members, in 
contrast to competition in which individuals best other group members / !'01111:: / 'J97 f. 
2.1.4.2 Advantages of Colla borntivc Learn ing 
Advantages of the collabcHati\I.: kammg can be di\ 1d1:d mto 2 aspects -
>-- Benefi ts Focusing on Academic aspect 
• 
• 
Helped 111ulerstwul111g. Collaborative learni ng helps to build more positive 
heterogeneous relationships and encourages diversity understanding. 
S11mulated th111king. Collaborative learning stimulates critical thinking and 
helps students clarify ideas through discussion and debate. 
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• Pooled knowledge and e.xpen e11ce. Majority and minority populations in a 
class learn to wor\.. with each other had contributed positively to the 
learning process. 
• Got lzelpjld feedback. Collaborative learning medium provided students 
with opportunities to analyz.e , synthcsiz.e, and evaluate ideas cooperatively. 
).- Benefi ts Focusing on Social a nd E motional Aspects 
• More relaxed and positive atmosphere makes problem-solving easy. 
Collaborative learning creates an environment of active, involved, and 
exploratory learning. 
• Develops social communicatio11 skill. Collaborative learning develops 
social interaction skill, fosters and develops interpersonal relationships and 
promotes positive societal responses to problems and fosters a supportive 
environment " ithin which to manage conOict resolution. 
• /11volvt.: st11d1.•111s acft\'dy 111 tlu: leur11111g process. Collaborative learning 
allows students to exercise a sense of control on task. 
• Student c:e11tereci 111str11ctum 111cn•r1se students· self esteem. Collabomtivc 
learning encourages student' s responsibility for leaming. 
2.1.4.3 Disadvantages of Collaborntivc Lea min~ 
The following arc some of its disadvantages or the collaborative learning: ... 
r Time-consuming 
Some students wi ll feel that they wasted a lot of time explaining the material to 
other group members. 
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,. Training in collaboration learning methods is needed. 
Few teachers or students have had an~ exposure to the collaboration learning 
teaching/learning technique. Teachers arc not trained during their certification 
processes in collaborati e methods. 
).- Loss of control in the classroom 
Major obstacle to collaboration learning is that many teachers loss contTOI of 
the class if they give more responsibi lity to the students on their learning. 
r Large class sizes is difficult to setup with collaborat ive learning 
There is a growing trend in education institutes to attempt to economize by 
increasing class. This runs completely contrary to the nature or collaborative 
learning when.! smaller, student centered groups have access to an instructor 
2.1.5 Methods of ('ollnborn tive Lcnrninf!, 
2.1.S.1 Princi(lles of C'ollnborntive Leilrning Methods 
Collaborative learning method is based upon the foll owing princi pk~. 
1. Working together results in a greater unde1standini; than would likely have 
occurred if one had wor\..cd indcpcm.kntly 
2. Spoken and written interactions contribute to this increased understanding. 
3. Opportunity exists to become aware, through classroom experiences, of 
relationships between social interactions and increased understanding. 
4. Some clements increased understanding is idiosyncratic and unpredictable. 
5. Participation is voluntary and must be freely entered into. 
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Based on some of the researches, the collaborative learning progress might 
follow a fundamental cycle of stages as shown in figure 2. I. 
rvlutual 
adjustrnent 
Collective 
acting 
Tean1 
reflecting 
Kno\·vledge 
sharing 
Sharing 
understanding 
Figure 2.1: Collaborative learning cycle based on Kolb's ( I 98..t) 
2. t.S.2 Examples of Collaborative Learn ing Methods 
There arc a number of collaborative learning methods used worldwide nowadays 
1 lowcvcr, this project is only focus on Think-Pair-Share and Jigsaw Puzzle. Some or 
other collaborative learning methods: Relate-Create-Donate, Four Corm:rs, Multi-
Voting, Nominal Group Technique, Mirroring etc 
2. l.5.3 T hink-Pair-Sha re 
Think-Pair-Share is one of the most common collaborative learning structures. lt was 
first proposed by Frank Lyman ( 1981) of the University of Maryland. This is a 
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relatively low-risk and short collaborative learning structure, and is ideally suited for 
instructors and students who are new to collaborative learning. 
Think-Pair-Share is one of the easiest to implement, and is adopted most 
quickly and widely. The structure is extTemely versatile because it can be used for 
review and recall. The steps arc simple, but it is important to follow the steps exactly 
to avoid the "group work" pitfalls. Below are the Think-Pair-Share's procedures: -
I. Teacher poses a question. 
2. Student given time (at least IOsec) to THINK thei r own answer. 
3. Each student discusses (PAIR) his/her answer with partner on the topic. 
4. Randomly on a few students to SHARE their ideas with the class. 
2. l.5.4 Jigsaw Puzzle 
The jigsaw classroom is a specific cooperative learning technique. Just as in a jigsaw 
puzzle, each piece each student's part is essential for the completion and full 
understanding of the final product. l f each student 's part is essential, then each student 
is essential ~ and that is precisely what makes this strategy so effective Below arc the 
procedures of the Jigsaw Puulc: -
I. Divide students to 5- or 6- person jigsaw groups (diverse gender, race and 
discuss ability). 
2 . Appoint 1 student (most mature) from each group as leader. 
3. Divide the day's lesson to 5-6 segments. 
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4. Assign each student to learn a segment only. 
5. Give students time to read over their segment and become familiar with it. 
6. Form temporary "expert groups" by having 1 student from each jigsaw group 
join other students assigned to the same segment. Give time to discuss and to 
rehearse the presentations they will make to their jigsaw group. 
7. Bring the student back to their jigsaw groups. 
8. Ask each student to present her/his segment to the group. Encourage asking 
question for clarification. 
9. Float from group to group, observing the process. 
10. At the end of the session, give a quiz on the material. 
2.1.6 Limitation of Traditional Collaborative Learning Approaches 
Collaborative teaming is a slow and tedious process, which requ11cs part1c1pants to be 
present at a samc place at a same time. In manual approach, it is very diflicult to keep 
track of how group discussion is pcrfom1ing. It is also very hard to dctemiine how 
each member is fulfilling the assigned role. Instructor wi ll soon feel himself very hard 
to monitor gradation of each group's discussion concurrently 
Moreover, instrnctor is hard to give on the spot advises or comments to 
participants 111 respond to their misunderstanding of the topic. Besides, increasing 
amount of data is collected today during studies in which students and educators are 
engaged in learning activities using information technology and other tools. Hence, the 
need for loots, which can automate the progress of the collaborative learning process, 
is of increased importance. 
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2.t.7 \Vcb-based Collaborative Learning 
2.t.7.1 Introduction of\Vcb-based Collaborat ive Learning 
Web-based learning is assuming an increased role in education. With the rise of 
internet technologies and integrated office environments, web-based collaborative 
learning tools appear as well. The Internet allows individuals and groups to time shift 
their communications and extinguish physical distance, opening up new possibilities 
for collaborative learning. Learning in groups is available without the constraint of 
geographically dispersed. Participants can meet across time on the Internet, rather than 
in face-to-face classroom events. This can resolve the limitations of the traditional 
approach. 
2.1.7.2 Advantages of Web-based Collaborative Learning 
Some specific advantages of web-based collaborative h.:arning arc as following. -
• Save time and no tr.ivcling needed 
• More immediate feedback. 
• Teach and learn from anywhere. 
• Provide an interactive nnd chalknging learning environment for the learner. 
• Expose learners to real-world learning experiences involving meaningful and 
purposeful learning. 
• Inter- and intra-group collaboration took place and the system enabled this to 
be observed by the lecturer, who could join in discussions as required. 
2. t.7.3 Limitation of \Veb-based Collaborative Learning 
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The power of Internet technologies has bringing impressive effect in collaborative 
learning in web-based environment. However there arc still plenty of the limi tations of 
web-based collaborative learning: -
• A major problem area has been the slow, and sometimes broken, internet 
connections which created frustration for some students. 
• The volume of usage was much greater than was anticipated. This due to 
number of levels in the system considerable time needed to be spent to ensure 
that the teacher answered all communications in a timely manner. 
• Encouraging students to use the system in an appropriate way and in a way that 
will enhance their learning experience was also been problematic. Early 
analysis of usage patterns indicated that the majority of postings elicited no 
replies and did not grow into threaded discussions. 
2.1.8 l.:x isting ystcm Review 
A few case studies arc done on three existing collaborative learning systctff 
Blackboard System, coMcntol Workshop, and NctOp School. The purpose 1s to 
discover the most suitable approach to simulate learning environment in CLT. 
2. 1.8.1 Case Study 1: Ulnckboard S)1Stcm 
a.) Introduction to Blackboard System 
The Blackboard system is an integrated set of web-based tools designed for the 
creation and management of a learning environment. These tools include (this project 
will only focus on management as a whole): -
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• Course development and management tools; 
• Personal infonnation management tools; 
• Academic web resources~ 
• System management tools. 
• Publication of learning materials (e.g. links to module related websites)~ 
• Publicatio11 of announcements; 
• Communication tools including email. 
In this system, a lecturer can build up a course site with different types of 
learning materials. Moreover, the lecturer can use a range of communication tools to 
assist with the management and assessment of the module. Students can share files and 
use communication tools to communicate with other students and the lecturer either 
synchronously or asynchronously (httn://www.blackQ.q_ard.com/). 
~•Hlll lO I 
Gene~I Oiscunlon 
P loo: o uoo lhoo boori to doccucc cl~cc m~l or olc ond : hero on'ormohon ...,.lh othoni in I~ Moccl goo J 
the :ourH Or Macl..ey or Mr Benfield Wiii check 1h1 bo11d daily :o an&wtr any I J 1111' I 
posud questions 
Pleue uso the boa'\! for d11cun1on11 1 lated to tht course Post1rg 1mi141\ant or 
inappropnatt mcssagos moy rc"uh rn • loH of d1tc1nsron boerd prMctges 'Wtuch rn 
tum ...,u 1mp$ct ~ our p~111c1pa:1011 gr•W 
01< ) 
Figure 2.2: Discussion Board page of Blackboard (Access to other parts is via the 
buttons on the left hand side) 
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b.) Advantages of Blackboard System 
Some specific advantages of using the Blackboard system have been identified: -
l . Management of the cohort. The onus on form ing into groups, topic selection and 
identification of slots for tutor1als and presentations has been significantly eased. 
2. Communication between lecturer and student has been greatly enhanced with the 
use of the bulletin board. 
3. Inter- and intra-group collaboration took place and the system enabled this to be 
observed by the lecturer, who couldjoin in discussions as required. 
c.) Problems of Blackboard System 
Some of the problems of the blackboard system are similar to the limitation of the 
web-based collaborative lcaming that is stated earl ier (2.1.7.3) 
2. 1.8.2 Case . tudy 2: coMcntol \Vorkshop 
a.) Introduction to coMcntol \Vorkshop 
coMentor is a si te 011 the WWW to hdp support n course. 1t contains resources and 
infonnation to support course and enables user to chat and help each other with 
courscwor\.. . coMentor can be used from nny computer connected to the WWW. Figure 
2.3 shows the main page of the co Mentor 
For . ccurity and authentication, all user may need to login before can go into 
the workshop. coMcntor consists of several difTercnt areas, each holding different 
kinds of tools and materials to support student courses. 
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Figure 2.3: Main Pag~ of the coMcntor Workshop 
coMentor provide 3 different ways to communicate with other people. First, 
user type in what they want to say in the text box on the tool bar and choose: -
• " talk" to talk privately about the contents of a particular area with 
everyone else who is currently looking at it. 
• "page'' to send private messages to people who arc connected to coMcntor, 
but arc in a different area. 
• "mail" to leave messages for pcopk who arc not currently connected to 
co Mentor. 
b.) Managing Users 
There arc 4 kinds of co Mentor users: -
• Staff user: is exactly the same as a student user, except that she/he belongs 
to the category "staff', which can access to groups and individual work. 
• Student user: the basic kind of user 
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Administrator: there is only one Administrator. 
Guests: can connect to coMentor with the user name guest and no 
password. Fewer abilities than student/staff users. 
c.) Managing Room 
coMentor comes with S standard areas: the Entrance Hall , Noticeboard, Groupwork 
Area, Individual Work Area, and Resource Area. User may want to add other areas to 
suit their needs. lf user choose to make new areas user must change the existing map 
of coMentor to show them. This requires user to make an image map. User can always 
seek help from a web page creation expert on this. 
d.) Advantages of col\lcntor \Vorkshop 
I . The feature of the system allows user to skip from waiting unt il the browser 
finishes loading when using the WWW. 
2. This is a restricted mai l system. It is not possible to e-mai l into coMcntor from 
outside the system and secure the system. 
c.) Disadvantages of coMcntor Workshop 
\. It is not cas •to use as the interfaces a1c not so usc1-fm:mlly 
2. The requirements for the installation/download for this program may need a lot 
of specification that limit the users to use it. 
2.1.8.3 Case Study 3: NetOp Scbool 
a.) Introduction to NetOp School 
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NetOp School is software for Networked Classrooms. It enables a teacher to increase 
student time-on-task by being able to monitor their PC activity while they work. 
Teachers can also enhance classroom interactivity by broadcasting live demo screens 
to partici pants~ mark up the featured screen to highlight a lesson: create monitored chat 
rooms or allow students to send private questions via an instant message button located 
on student PC. lt provides many other useful tools to help instructors multi-task their 
efforts including the abi lity to send coursework and files to all student PCs, remote 
control students for one-on-one instruction, shut down or restart PCs, broadcast and 
control multimedia files and view classroom in several different ways. 
,;f] 
I~. 
. . . ... 
C°""'C"lfttN,... 
l;-igurc 2.4: Student Group View of Nct0 1> School 
b.) Teacher module - Superior Class room management 
• Detail View - view students as a list for a quick view of whose present and 
read private instant messages and questions from r students. 
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• Mosaic View - view all students' screens as thumbnai ls. Click on one or 
more students to start a session. Sort the thumbnails alphabetically in 
ascending or descending order. 
• Classroom View - create a virtual seating plan using own classroom-lat. 
• Student Group View - prepare and manage groups for classes in a tree-
view of students. Send messages to available students and invite them to 
join the class. 
c.) Student Module 
• Auto join class - Automatically connect student computers to a specific 
class when loading the student module. 
• Browse for classes - Lets a student look for classes listed locally or on a 
public server. 
• Request help Students can send the instnietor a priva te request help 
instant message. 
d.) Advantages of NetO p School 
l . Increase Student Time-on-Task by having the abi lity to quickly and easi ly 
' atch exactly what they arc doing on their PCs 
2. Increase classroom interactivity by providing demos or instruction to one, 
several or all students at once~ students can send a private message/question. 
3. Easily Multi-Task r efforts by doing much more with r students, computers and 
coursework - al 1 from a desk. 
4. Easy to install and use, and less expensive. 
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e.) Problems of NetOp School 
l . Internet connections sometime are slow, and sometimes broken 
2. Help provided to use the system is insufficient. 
3. Difficult to monitor students when group is large. 
2.1.9 Proposed System 
From the case studies that are revised, a few common limitations are found in the 
existing system. These include: -
• 
• 
• 
These systems do not apply Collaborative Leaming technique fully . 
lt is difficult to operate the system for novices . 
The system is not cost effective for secondary school. 
As a conclusion, CLT is nccdl!d and will be developed to resolve all of those 
limitations. Besides, it will try to integrate some of the advance functions to make it 
more powerful tool. 
2.2 Technology Review 
CLT is a web-based system which involves Client and Server computing The 
following sections will discuss on the technology 1cv1cws, which arc considered 
related the CL T development. 
2.2.1 Internet 
2.2.1.1 Introduction to Internet 
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Internet is a worldwide collection of linked computer systems that can be accessed by 
computer users with a connection to the network. It is originates from a project 
undertaken in the 1960s by the United States Defense Department, which explored 
ways of protecting its computer network from nuclear attack. The idea was to ensure 
that, if any single computer system in its large network was destroyed, data could be 
relayed to the other systems via different paths. 
As the processing power and availability of personal computers constantly 
increases, the Internet continues to grow exponentially in tenr.s of the amount of 
stored data available, the volume of traffic and with respect to the number of users. 
The globalization of the world economy has meant increased demands for fast and 
reliable data transfer causing technological advances in data communications to be 
quickly integrated. These demands will spur the development of the Internet and will 
continue to push its expansion and development throughout this present century. 
2.2.1.2 T he Ma in Uses of the Internet 
>-- Access to Information: The Internet allows users to access information on any 
subject imaginable. The search engines case the searching process. 
>-- Inte rnational Communica tion: The lnh.:rnet allows users to communicate 
exchange and share infom1ntion through network using Emai l, Fax, 
Netmeeting, Teleconferencing, Chat and Instant Messaging. 
r Education: Besides learning new things and gaining knowledge, users will 
become more proficient at navigating computer tools. 
;. Fun: Fun and games abound in the Internet. 
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business communications. 
2.2.1.3 \Vorld \Vidc Web (\V\V\V) 
As the information stored on computers linked to the Internet began to increase in 
volume and variety of fonnats, issues of accessibi lity and ease of use arose. In 1990, 
Tim Bemers-Lcc of CERN (the European Laboratory for Particle Physics) plact:d three 
programs (HTML, HTIP and URL) on the Internet, successfully developed the WWW 
and several communication protocols that form the backbone of the Web. This allows 
previously widely incompatible data to be more readily accessible. 
The WWW is effectively any data located on a server computer that is 
accessible to the general population through a browser. Increasingly the earl ier reliance 
on I ITML as a foundation for all Web page implementatio n is shirting in favors of 
protocols that support database and multimedia functionality. Newer languages such as 
XML arc now improving the way the Web is delivered to end users by incr1.:asing 
download speeds and broadening the dynamic characteristics of highly interactive 
usage. 
Although the WWW is centrnl in the common use of the Internet, it is often 
mistaken by many as being synonymous with it where as in fact as detailed above the 
WWW is an example of one of the many ways the Internet can be utilized. 
Understanding the distinction between the two is important in gammg a fuller 
understanding of the on line world. 
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2.2.2 \Vcb Server 
A Web server is a program that using the client/server model and the World Wide 
Web's Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), serves the files that fonn Web pages to 
web user that forward their request. Every computer on the Internet that contains a web 
site must have a Web server program (or else the site files must be sent to a computer 
that has a Web server program). 
Web server often come as part of a larger package of Internet- and lntranet-
related programs for serving email, downloading request for FTP files, and building 
and publishing Web pages. Consideration in choosing a Web server include how well 
it works with the OS and other servers, its ability to handle server-side programming, 
publishing, search engine, and site building tools that come with it. 
2.2.2.1 Internet Information ScrYcr (llS) 
Microsofi's Internet lnfonnation Server is an Internet file and application server 
(enterprise-level Web server). It is actually a group of Internet server (l lTTP, FTP, 
SMTP, and NNTP). llS can be used alone as a Web server, to in conjunction wi th 
compatible technologies to set up Internet commerce, to access and rnanipulate data 
from a variety of data sources, and to build web applications that take advantage of 
server script and co1nponent code to deliver client-server functionality. With \IS, 
Microsoft includes a set of programs for building and administering Web sites, a 
search engine, and a support for writing Web-based applications that access database. 
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!IS includes security features and promises that it is easy to install. It works 
closely with the Microsoft Transaction Server to access databases and provide control 
at the transaction level. IIS is the most popular commercial Web server for Windows 
2000 in use today. While posting a Web page to llS is easy, configuring it to ensure 
maximum performance and security for r applications can be challenging. 
2.2.2.2 Microsoft Personal \Vcb Server (P\VS) 
Microsoft's Personal Web Server (PWS) is a scaled-down version of the commercial 
lnfonnation Internet Server (llS) included with the Server edition of Microsoft 
Windows NT. PWS is a great entry-level Web server that makes it easy to publish 
personal home pages, serve small Web sites, and share documents via a local intranet. 
One key advantage to using PWS over !IS and similar high-end Web servers is the 
client's case of use. PWS 1s one of the best server~ a ail able for pmv1dmg help wi1.ard 
and running quick ly. 
PWS docs include support for Active Server Pages (ASP), script debugging, 
and etc important featun.!s found i11 its commercial sibling Additionally, PWS presents 
the ability to develop transactional Web applications using the Microsoft Transaction 
Server. Overall , whik most l ~u gc cntc1 prises will ltkdy bypass Microsoft's PWS for 
the high-end llS~ PW will remain one or best available options for individuals 
wanting to serve their own personal home pages and for small organizations needing to 
host their own Web sites. 
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2.2.2.3 Apache Web Server 
The Apache Web Server, maintained by the Apache Software foundation, is currently 
the most popular Web server because of its stability, efficiency and portabil ity. 
Additionally, the Apache server is robust, fast and become the true spirit of the 
Internet. lt is an open source product (i.e., software that can be freely obtained and 
customized) that run5 on UNIX, Linux and Windows platforms. 
Apache Group has recently been focusing on Apache 2.0. There have been 
many changes to the Apache code since Version I .3. Some of these changes make an 
administrator's job easier and some make it harder; however, the changes are all 
designed to make Apache the most flexible and portable Web server available. 
2.2.3 \Vcb Browser 
A Web browser is a program to view and explores all the infonnation on the Web. The 
first web browser with a graphical user interface was invented by Mosaic, in 1992. 
Due to demand for more advanced usage, browsers that could interpret images, 
moving graphics and sound fil es have been produced and arc repeatedly upgraded. The 
most generally used at present arc Microsof1 Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Navigator. These two bro" scrs arc highly competi tive and the only browsers that the 
vast majority of Internet users arc aware of. 
2.2.3. l l\licrosoft Internet Explorer 
Internet Explorer makes it easier to get the most from the World Wide Web, whether 
to search for new information or browsing the favorites Web Sites. Microsoft Internet 
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Explorer built-in lntelliSense technology can save the time completing routine web 
tasks, such as automatically completing web address and fom1s for, and automatically 
detecting network and connection status. It is currently the most popular Web browser. 
It comes with the Windows operating systems and the latest version of the Macintosh 
operating system, Mac OS X. 
2.2.3.2 Netscape Navigator 
Netscape is the name of a company, Netscape Communication, now owned by 
America Online (AOL). Netscape was initially prime product in terms of usability and 
number of users. It was developed in 1995 by a team led by Marc Andersen, who 
created Mosaic, at the University of lllinois' National Center for Supercomputing 
Application (NCSA) in 1993. 
A primary source or revenue for Netscape and AOL is the Netscape line or 
Web Server products that it develops and has marketed on the success of its wide-scak 
browser usage. Besides, Netscape and AOL also envision the Netscape Web Site, now 
transformed into a leading Web Portal, as a leading source of revenu1.: through 
adverting and e-commerce. 
2.2.4 System Architectures 
2.2.4.1 Client/Server System 
As a matter of fact a client server system is a special case of a co-operative computer 
system. All such systems are characterized by the use of multiple processes that work 
together to form the system solution. There are two types of co-operative systems: 
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of three major components: a server with relational database, a client with user 
interface and a network hardware connection in between. Client and server is an open 
system \\~th number of advantages such as interoperability, scalability, adaptability, 
affordability, data integrity, accessibility, performance and security. 
a.) \Vhat Do the Client P rograms Do? 
The client-based process is the application that the user interacts with. lt contains 
solution-specific logic and provides the interface between the user and the rest of the 
application system. In this sense the graphical user interface (GU I) is one characteristic 
of client system. They usually deal with: 
• managing the application's user-interface part 
• conlinning the data given by the user 
• sending out the requests to server programs 
• managing local resources, like monitor, keyboard and peripherals 
b.) \Vhat Do the Server Do'! 
Its purpose is fulfilling client's requests. What they do in general is: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
receive request 
execute database retrieval and updates 
manage data integrity 
sent the results to client back 
act as a software engine that manage shared resources like databases, printers, 
communication links 
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c.) Examples of Client and server systems 
The most common client and server systems are: fi nger, telnet. ftp, NFS (Network File 
System), X Window System, Gopher, and World Wide Web. 
2.2.4.2 Architectures fo r Client/Server System 
Both traditional Client/Server as well as net-centric computing is tiered architectures. 
In both cases, there is a distribution of preser1tation services, application code, and data 
across clients and servers. There is a networking protocol that is used for 
communication between clients and servers. They support a style of computing where 
processes on different machines communicate using messages. In this style, the 
"client,, delegates functions or other tasks (such as data manipulation logic) to one or 
more server processes. Server processes respond to messages from cl icnts. A 
Client/Server system has several layers, which can be visuali1ed in either a conceptual 
or a physical manner. Viewed conceptually, the layers arc presentation, process, and 
database. Viewed physically, the layers arc server, client , midd\cwarc, and network. 
2.2.4.2.1 Client/Server 2-tiercd 11rchitccture 
2-tiered architecture is also known as the client-centric model. Nearly all of the 
processing happens on the cl ient , and client accesses the database directly rather than 
through any middlcware. Herc the client talks directly with the server~ there is no 
intervening server between. It is quite good for small environments with not so many 
users. It is also known as first generation architecture. 2-tiercd architecture has low 
development am.I low purchase costs. It is also used in prototyping, but this is a bit 
risky, since real life can bring unexpected surprises in implementations. 
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2-tiered architecture is the simplest one lo implement. ll is the most stable form 
of Client/Server implementation. Direct access to the database makes it simpler to 
verify the test results. However this model is limited by the scalability and difficulties 
for maintenance. Because it doesn't partition the appl ication logic very well , changes 
require reinstallation of the software on all of the client desktops. 
2.2.4.2.2 Modified 2-ticrcd architecture 
Because of the nightmare of maintenance of the 2-tiered Client/Server architecture, the 
logic is moved to the database side, implemented using triggers and procedures. This 
kind of model is known as modified 2-ticred architecture. Modified 2-tiered 
architecture is more complex than 2-tiered architecture. Another complication is 
dynamic database queries. They are constructed by the application and exist only when 
the program needs them. 
2.2.4.2.3 CHcnUScrvcr 3-ticrcd architecture 
For 3-tiered architecture, there is a server, or third company between client und server. 
lt may provide translation, metering and/or intell igent agent services. The application 
is divided into a presentation tier, a middle tier, and a data tier. The middle tier is 
composed of one or more application servers distributed across one or more physical 
machines. The characteristics make the 3-tiercd architecture desi rable as a 
development and implementation framework. ll ts more scalable than 2-tiered 
architecture; it provides separate presentation and logic process, as well as multi-
process and multi platform. It is also known as second generation architecture. 
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3-tiered architecture may have additional layer of application servers. This let 
the application logic split on different servers, with one specialized server for process 
handling. This decreases the load on the system, since the client doesn't need to contact 
every server by sending individual requests; instead it sends one whole request that 
covers everything. I lowever the trade-off is 3-tiered architecture is hard to learn, 
compared to 2-tiered, there is a language barrier, it increases the complexity of system. 
2.2.5 Web Application Development Tools 
2.2.S.t Microsoft FrontPagc 
Microsoft FrontPage is WWW authoring and management tool that reqwres no 
programming knowledge but is robust enough for experienced web site developers. It 
includes the f-rontPage Explorer, which allow users to view and manage the web site, 
and the f rontPage Editor for creating and editing web pages wi thout needing to know 
HTML. 
In FrontPage, users can use the graphical FrontPagc Explorer to create, view, 
and maintain their FrontPagc webs and to publish them on the computer, Local Arca 
Network (LAN), or the Internet. The f rontPage Explorer has commands for 
administering Front Page webs, testing and repai1 ing hyper\ inks, viewing all of a 
FrontPagc web's files and folders, importing and exporting fi les, and launching the 
FrontPagc Editor and other applications to create and edit FrontPagc web's contents. 
2.2.6 Programming Language 
2.2.6.1 Markup Language 
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Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the lingua franca for publishing hypertext 
on the World Wide Web. It is a non-proprietary format, based upon SGML, for 
describing the structure of hypermedia documents - plain text {ASCII ) files with 
embedded codes for logical markup, using tags like <A> and </A> to structure text 
into tables, hypertext links interactive fonns, headings, paragraphs, lists, and more. It 
can be created and processed in a wide range of tools from simple plain text editors to 
sophisticated WYSIWYG authoring tools. 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a human-readable, machine-understandable, 
general syntax for describing hierarchical data, applicable to a wide range of 
applications (databases, e-commerce, Java, web development, searching, etc.). Custom 
tags enable the definition, transmission, validation, and interpretation of data between 
applications and between organizations. 
Extensible Hypertext Markup Language (XllTML) is a reformulation of HTML 
4.0 as an application of XML 1.0. XllTML 1.0 specifics three XML namespaces, 
corresponding to the three l ITML 4.0 DTDs: Strict, Transitional, and Framcsct. Each 
of these three namcspaces is identified by its own URI. XllTML 1.0 is the basis for a 
fami ly of future document t 1pcs that extend and subset I ITML. 
Xl ITML l .O is the first step toward a modular and extensible web based on 
XML. It pro\'idcs the bridge for web designers to enter the web of the future, while 
still being able to maintain compatibili ty with today's HTML 4 browsers. 
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2.2.6.2 Java Script 
JavaScript is a scripting language developed by Netscape to enable web authors to 
design interactive sites. JavaScript is different from Java. Although it shares many of 
the features and structures of the full Java language, it was developed independently. 
JavaScript can interact with HTML source code to enable web authors to spice up their 
sites with dynamic conte!lt. It is St!pported by recent browsers from Netscape and 
Microsoft, though Internet Explorer supports only a subset, which calls Jscript. 
Using JavaScript, even less-experienced developers will be able to direct 
responses from a variety of events, objects, and actions. It provides anyone who can 
compose HTML with the ability to change images and play different sounds in 
response to specified events. 
2.2.6.3 VB Script 
VBScript is a subset of thc VB Programming language. It talks to host applications 
using Windows Script. With Windows Script , browsers and other host applicat ions do 
not require special integration code for each scripting component. Windows Script 
enables a host to compile scripts, obtain anti call ent ry points, and manage the 
namespacc available to the developer. Wi th Windows Script, language vendors can 
create standard language nil\ times for scnpting. 
VBScript is integrated with WWW browsers. VBScript and Windows Script 
can also be used as a general scripting language in other applications. It is much easier 
to use and learn than JavaScript. 
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2.2.6.4 ASP 
ASP is a server extension of the llS web server released by Microsoft. ASP allows 
developers to code custom tags in JScript or VBScri pt. These tags can be interpreted 
by IIS before the pages are sent out. 
An ASP page at its core is simply a text file that has been named using the 
extension .asp and which contains HTML and scripting. Scripting, usually in VBScript 
provides a means to embed programmatic logic into HTML files that will be 
dynamically interpreted as the HTML page goes through the web server and also 
provides access to any server side object. 
One of the most important fea tures of ASP is that it allows user to easi ly access 
data and put it on a Web page. User can simply display data from an 0Dl3C-compliant 
database, or use ASP to make decisions about what to display on a Web page. Another 
important ASP feature is the ability to use cookies to store and retrieve information. 
The Request object has n Cookie collection, nnd user can use this in data processing. 
2.2.6.S ASP.net 
ASP .NET is the latest release 111 Microsoll's line of Active Server Pages. It is a set of 
technologies in the Micmson .NET Framework for building Web applications and 
XML Web Services. ASP.NET pages execute on the server and generate markup such 
as HTML, WML or XML that is sent to a desktop or mobile browser. ASP.NET pages 
use a compiled, event-driven programming model that improves performance and 
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enables the separation of application logic and user interface. ASP.net combines 
unprecedented developer productivity with perfonnance, reliability, and deployment. 
a.) Developer Productivity 
ASP.NET helps to deliver real world Web applications in record time. 
» Easy Programming Model. 
» Flexible Language Options 
» Great Tool Support. 
» Rich Class Framework. 
b.) Improved Performance and Scalability 
ASP.NET allow to use serve more users with the same hardware. 
» Compiled execution - automatically detects any changes, dynamically compile 
the files if needed, and store the compiled results to reuse. 
» Rich output caching - dramatically improve the performance and scalability. 
» Web-Fam1 Session State - share session data user-speci fi c state va lues across nil 
machines in Web fann . 
c.) Enhanced Reliability 
ASP.NET ensures the application is always available to the users. 
» Memory Leak, Deadlock and Crash Protection - automatically detect and 
recover from errors to ensure the application is always available. 
d.) Easy Deployment 
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ASP.NET takes the pain out of deploying server applications. 
) "No touch" application deployment 
) Dynamic update of running application 
) Easy Migration Path 
c.) New Application Models 
ASP.NET extends the application's reach to new customers and partners. 
) XML Web Services 
) Mobile Web Device Support. 
2.2.6.6 Comparison between ASP & ASP.net 
Table 2.1 Differences between ASP 3.0 and ASP .NET 
ASP 3.0 (/ ASP Classic) ASP .NET (/ ASP 1) 
Supports VBScript and JavaScri pt Supports Visual Basic , Cll, and JScript 
Uses conventional llTM L forms for Uses web fonns that look like llTML 
data collection forms to lhc c lient , but add much 
functionality due to server-side coding 
Files end with *.asp extension Files end with • aspx extension 
-
5 objects: Request, Response, Server, .NET contains over 3400 classes 
Application, Session 
Queried databases return recordsets XML-friendly data sets a re used instead 
of recordsets. 
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In additionally, ASP .NET controls can be bounded to a data source, including 
XML recordsets. ASP.NET is also much faster than classic ASP, while preserving the 
"just hit save" update model of ASP. 
2.2.6.7 C# 
C# is the key language for Microsoft's next generation of Windows services, the .NET 
platfonn. This new programming language is fast and modem and was designed to 
increase programmer productivity. It enables programmers to quickly build a wide 
range of appl ications for the new .NET platform. The .Net platform enables developers 
to bui ld its components to become Web services available across the Internet. 
C# combines the power of CIC++ and the productivity of Visual Basic. It is a 
simple, object-oriented, and type-safe programming language. Initial language 
specifications also reveal obvious similarities to Java, including syntax, strong web 
integration and automatic memory management. 
2.2.6.8 VB.net 
VB.NET (Visual Basic.NET) is a programming language and development tool that is 
part of the Microsoft .NET framework and a member of the Microsoft Visual Studio 
.NET fami ly of products. With VB.NET, powerful Windows and Internet applications 
can be created using a unified toolkit. 
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Powerful new features give VB.NET the simplicity of its predecessors, but the 
power of creating full-fledged applications that take advantage of the computing 
field 's latest innovations. Below are some of the VB.NET features: -
• Ease to use 
• Automatic Memory Management 
• Fully Object-Oriented 
• Powerful Database Support 
• Visual Development 
• True Web Development 
2.2.6.9 Comparison between C# & VB.net 
Both languages (C# & VB.net) arc very similar and can switch fairly easily between 
one and the other no matter which !cam. Microsoft is marketing Cll heavily because 
it's got a good name and has the right kinds of buzzwords to make it sound like a 
'serious' programming language. The language purists prefer Cll (curly braces arc more 
'hard-core'), but it appears that Visual Studio.NET has better VB support. l lowcvcr the 
design of .NET actually means that VB.net and Cll arc not very different. 
In general C# docs not translate any more directly into MSIL (Virtual Machine 
Code) than VB.net so it won't pcrfonn any faster. In addition, the same engine (no 
matter what programming language is chosen) docs the final compilation of MSIL into 
raw machine instructions. Hence there is not a major difference in speed between 
VB.n~t and C#. 
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There are some things C# can do but not in the VB.net. For example C# can 
\\Tite self-document ing code but VB.net not provides such function. However these 
differences arc relatively small. 
2.2.6.10 J ava 
Java is a fu ll-featured computer language that incorporates object-oriented 
programming. It is simpler and more robust than other computer languages. It 
combines features that make it ideal for programs which must deal with networks. Java 
is a wri te once/run anywhere programming language. Some advantages of Java: -
a.) Distributed 
Java supports applications on networks. Java's socket class also supports reliable 
stream network connections, which allow creating distributed cl ients and servers 
b.) Portable 
Java's portability comes from the neutral construction of its architecture. The Java 
environment can also be ported to new operating systems and hardware platfonns. 
c.) Multithrcadcd 
Multitasking occurs when an operating system runs more than one program 
simultaneously. Java can prioritize its threads. 
d.) Dynamic 
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variables and methods in a li brary's objects without affect the dependent client objects. 
e.) Secure 
There are three features in Java's runtime environment that make it secure: Runtime 
memory lat, Bytecode verifier and File access restrictions. 
Although there are many advantages of Java, but most Java applications can' t 
really challenge the speed of C because the code is interpreted, not compiled, and there 
arc many runtime checking operations. 
2.2.7 Database Management System (DBMS) 
2.2.7. 1 Introduction of the Data base Management System 
A Database Management System (DBMS) is a collection o f programs that manages 
the database structure and controls access to the data stored in the database. It is the 
hardware/software package that facilitates the creation and maintenance of a 
computerized database. It shares the data in the database among multiple applications 
or users. It serves as the intennediary between the user and the database by translating 
user requests into the complex code required to fulfi ll those requests. Figure 2.5 below 
illustrates the concept that the DBMS stands between the database and the user(s). 
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Eoel use~ 
ti~ Oo:o 
oarobose 
structure 
End user 
daro 
Figure 2.5: The interaction between the end user and the database 
2.2.7.2 Benefits of DBMS 
There are many good reasons why DBMS arc important in the infonnation-based 
society. The DBMS: -
• Helps manages very large amounts of data more efficient and effective. 
• Contains a query language that makes it possible to produce quick answer to ad 
hoc queries. 
• Reduce the probability of data inconsistency . 
• Supports secure and atomic access to very large amounts of data . 
• Controls redundancy in data storage 
• Enforces integrity constraints 
• Provides data abstraction through schemas . 
2.2.7.3 Microsoft Access 
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Microsoft Access is a popular data management application that store information in 
tables, which it manages directly from the local disk. lt is a Windows-based database 
management system. It is one of the programs in the Microsoft Office suite. 
With Access, data can be entered, stored and manipulated in a variety of ways. 
It also allows querying a database for information. It can be used as a front end, that is, 
as an interface to information that is located elsewhere and handled by another storage 
management system. In this case, Access acts as a client that connects to a server that 
provides the data. 
Access has its strengths, such as an easy to use interface. However Access also 
has its limitations. lt is generally used as a personal or single-user application, 
typically for managing limited amounts of data. As its storage management limitations, 
it is not commonly used for databases hundreds of megabytes in size. 
2.2.7.4 MySQL 
The MySQL database server is the world's most popular open source database. It is a 
true multi-user, multi -threaded RDl3MS (Relational Database Management System) 
server that uses SQL to interact with and manipulate data. MySQL is a client/server 
implementation that consists of a server daemon mysqld and many diITcrent cl ient 
programs or libraries. 
Its architecture makes it extremely fast and easy to customize. Extensive reuse 
of code within the software and a minimalistic approach to producing functionally-rich 
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features has resulted in a database management system unmatched in speed, 
compactness, stability and ease of deployment. The unique separation of the core 
server from the storage engine makes it possible to run with strict transaction control 
or with ultra-fast transactionless disk access. 
MySQL server provides a few important features including multithreading 
capabilities that enable the database to perform multiple tasks concurrently, allowing 
the server to process cl ient requests efficiently; support for various programming 
languages and handle large databases. It is available for Windows, Linux and UNIX. 
MySQL's rising popularity benefi ts from the open source software movement. 
The tem1 open source refers to software that can be freely obtained and customized to 
fulfill corporate, educational or personal requi rements. 
2.2.7.5 PostgrcSQl , 
PostgreSQL is a relational database management system that has been around since the 
mid-eighties. Until recently it was not as feature rich or as fast as other databases such 
as Oracle or MySQL. 
With the release of version 7.0.3, postgrcSQI. has leaped over MySQL, and 
ORACLE in many benchmarks. It is now has foreign key suppon (a feature that 
ORACLE has, but MySQL does not have). It is free and can be used for website and 
internal database needs. Some other advantages of the PostgreSQL including speed 
about the same factor as commercial databases, supports a broader subset of SQL than 
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MySQL, supports transactions and large tables that exceed Linux' file limit, and fully 
programmable. However, there are still some limi tations. It is slower than MySQL, 
does not support the entire ANSI SQL 92' standard and it isn't hierarchical. 
2.2.7.6 O racle 
Oracle is a multi-user database. It proviries unprP.cedented ease-of-user and is pre-
tuned and pre-configured for dynamic workgroup and line-of-bus environment. lt 
includes a fully integrated set of easy-to-use management tools, fu ll distribution, and 
replication and web features. Oracle also provides the highest levels of avai lability 
through fast fa il over, easier management, and zero data loss disaster protection, 'with 
Data Guard, the only complete data protection solution avai lable on the market. Oracle 
can runs on UND<, Linux and Windows platform. However, it is expensive and 
separate licenses arc required for each of its database engine. 
2.2.7.7 Microsoft SQL Server 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 is a single process, multithreadcd relational database server 
primarily intent for transactional processing. It is based on th1.: client/server 
architecture, which divides processing into two components: a front-end, or client 
component , that run on a local workstation and a back-end, or server component, 
which runs on a remote computer. 
2.3 Cha pter Summary 
From the studies on the fi rst part of the literature review: Domain Studies~ the fact of 
current systems on Collaborative Leaming (either in manual approach or web-based 
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This is especially for primary and secondary schools in Malaysia. Some of the problem 
domains for CL T have been identified. These have given some ideas on how to 
enhance the quality of the new system development: CL T. The second part of the 
literature review: technology review~ give an ideas and suggestions on choosing the 
appropriate development tools for this project. The chosen development tools will be 
described in chapter 4. ASP.NET will be used to develop the CL T as its advance 
features exceed the ASP functions. For the system architecture, three-tiered Client-
Server architecture had been defined as for CL T's architecture. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is the overall process of developing 
information systems through a multi-step process from investigation of initial 
requirements through analysis, design, implementation and maintenance. There arc 
many different models and methodologies, but each generally consists of a series of 
defined steps or stages. Figure 3. l illustrates stages in SDLC. 
Preliminary 
im•es rigarion 
Maintenance 
Implementation 
Analysis and 
rcq uiremcn ts 
capture 
Design 
Figure 3.1 System Development Life Cycles 
3.2 Software Process Model 
There are many types of software process model nowadays, such as Waterfall , 
V-Modcl, Prototyping, Spiral Model, Incremental Model, Rational Unified Process 
and etc. Each of these models has their own benefits and drawbacks. Nevertheless, 
there are fundamental activities which are common to all software process. 
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Yet, every project has the same goals: to mm1m1ze risk, ensure expected 
outcome, and deliver high-quality software on time. Thus, choosing a suitable software 
process model becomes important. Reason for modeling a development process: -
• Written description of the development process provides a genera l 
understanding of activities, resources and constraints for a project. 
• Process model helps to keep track of the development process and detect 
inconsistencies, redundancies and omission in the process. 
• Process model should reflect the goals of development. Developer is able to 
evaluate activities for the appropriateness in addressing the goals. 
3.3 Justification of Methodology 
The methodology chosen for this project (CL T) 1s Rational Unified Process. It is 
described in details in the following part. 
3.3.l Rational Unified Proccss (RllP) 
Rational Unified Process is a software cngmcenng process, which provides a 
disciplined approach to assign tasks and responsibilities. Its goal is to ensure the 
design of high-quality software that meets the end-users requirements, within a 
schedule and budget. 
RUP is an object-oriented and Web-enabled program development 
methodology. It is a software development process plalfonn that delivers proven best 
practices and a configurable architecture. It contains a Development Kit, providing 
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supported by tools, which automate large parts of the process. These tools are used to 
create and maintain the various artifacts of the software engineering process. Figure 
3.2 shows how the emphasis of the RUP varies over time. 
j 
Business ~ 
Modeling l 
~ 
Initial Planning 
.............. ... .... l 
i .. ~~~!.~~ .. J 
Figure 3.2: Emphasis varies over time 
RUP is designed and documented using the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML). An underlying object modd , the Unified Software Process Model (USPM) 
provides a very coherent backbone to the process. As it is modular and in electronic 
fonn, it can be adapted and configured to suit the specific needs of a development 
organization. 
3.3.2 Architecture of Rational Unified Process 
The RUP project structure is shown in two dimensions: -
• Hvri:onta/ dimension: time and li fecyclc aspects of the process as it unfold. 
• Vertical dimension: core process disciplines or workflows. 
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The first dimension (horizontal) represents the dynamic aspect of the process 
expressed in tem1s of cycles, phases, iterations, and milestones. In the RUP, a software 
product is designed and built in a succession of incremental iterations. This allows 
testing and validation of design ideas, as well as risk mitigation, to occur earlier in the 
lifccycle. The second dimension (vertical) represents the static aspect of the process 
described in terw.s of process components: activities, disciplines, artifacts, and roles. 
RUP establishes four phases of development: lnception, Elaboration, 
Construction and Transition. Each of these phases is organized into a number of 
separate iterations, which must satisfy defined criteria before the next phase is 
undertaken. Besides, RUP also provides a prototype at the completion of each of the 
ite ration. Figure 3.3 shows the overall architecture of the RUP. 
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~--..--~~t:r ..... -----....;,,""'- ~ma~ 
....... ... ~; ___ ..... _.... ...... _._ ....................................... . lliillli!a.. Project M~nagement 
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Iterations 
Figure 3.3: Two Dimensions of the Rational Unified Process 
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3.3.2.1 Phases -The Time Dimension 
The software lifecycle is broken into cycles, each cycle working on a new generation 
of the product. The RUP divides one development cycle in four consecutive phases: 
Inception, Elaboration, Construction and Transition~ as shown in figure 3.4 below. 
Each phase is concluded with a well-defined milestone-a point in time at 
which certain critical decisions must be made and therefore key goals must have been 
achieved. Each phase has a specific purpose. 
JMaj~~~ 
Inception I E lnborotion } Con~tructionl T ron::.it1o n 
Tim e 
Figure 3.4: The phases and major milestones in the process. 
3.3.2.1.1 I nccpt ion Phase 
During the inception phase, the btAsiness case for the system is established and the 
project scope is delimited. All external entities with which the system will interact 
(actors) are identified and the nature of this interaction is defined at a high-level. This 
involves identifying all use cases and describing a few significant ones. The business 
case includes success criteria, risk assessment, and estimate of the resources needed, 
and a phase plan showing dates of major milestones. 
In ception ::1:(Etabora.tion f (con s tructionf ( Transition 
Lifecycle 
Objective 
Figure 3.5: Milestone of Inception phase: Lifccyclc Objective 
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The milestone of inception phase: Lifeeycle Objectives Milestone. The project 
may be cancelled or considerably re-thought if it fails to pass thi s n1ilestone. 
3.3.2.1.2 Elaboration Phase 
The purpose of the e laboration phase is to analyze the problem domain, establish a 
sound architectural foundation, develop the p:oject plan, and eliminate the highest risk 
elements of the project. This phase is considered as the most critical phase. Regularly, 
two prototypes are executed: -
• Architecture prototype - built in one or more iterations, depends on the 
scope, size, risk, and novelty of the project. This address the critical use cases 
identified in the inception phase, which typically expose the major technical 
ri sks of the project. 
• Evolutiona ry prototype - docs not exclude the development of one or more 
exploratory, throwaway prototypes to mitigate specilic risks. A production-
quality component is always the goal. 
!n ception 11 Elaboration }..{constructio nl I Transiti o n 
1 \ 
Utecycle 
Arcl1i tecturo 
Figure 3.6: Milestone of Elaborntion phase: Lifccyclc Architecture 
The milestone of elaboration phase: Lifccyclc Architecture Milestone. The 
detailed system objectives and scope, the choice of architecture, and the resolution of 
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the major risks should be examine at this point. The project may be aborted or 
considerably re-thought if it fails to pass this milestone. 
3.3.2.1.3 Construction Phase 
• During the construction phase, all remaining components and application 
features are developed and integrated into the product, and all features are 
thoroughly tested. It is a manufacturing process where emphasis is placed on 
managing resources and controlling operations to optimize costs, schedules, 
and quality. The result of this phase is a product ready to use by its end-user:;. 
Inception 11 Elaboration I lconstructio~:U: Transition 
In itial Operational 
Capability 
Figure 3.7: Milestone of Construction phase: Initial Operational Capability 
The milestone of construction phase: Initial Operational Capability Milestone 
Developer wi ll decides if the software and the users arc ready to go operational , 
without exposing the project to high risks. Transition may have to be postponed by one 
release if the project fails to reach this milestone. 
3.3.2.1.4 Transition Phase 
The purpose of the transition phase is to deliver the software product to the user 
community. This phase is entered when a baseline is mature enough to be deployed in 
the end-user domain. 
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The transition phase focuses on the activities required to place the software into 
the hands of the users. Typically, this phase includes several iterations. Considerable 
effort is expended in developing user-oriented documentation, training users, 
supporting users in their initial product use, and reacting to user feedback. User 
feedback should be confined primarily to product tuning, configuring, installation, and 
usability. This phase can range from being very simple to extremely comi:;lex, 
depending on the type of product. 
inception 11 Elaboration I lconstructionl I Transiti~ 
Product 
Release 
Figure 3.8: Milestone of Transition phase: Product Release 
The milestone of transition phase: Product Release Milestone. In some cases, 
this milestone may coincide with the end of the inception phase for the next cycle. 
3.3.2.2 Iterations - The Time Dimension 
Each phase in the RUP can be further broken down into a few of iterations. Iteration is 
a complete development loop resulting in a 1ckasc (internal or external) of an 
executable product, a subset of the final product under development , which grows 
incrementally from iteration to iteration to become the final system. Below are some of 
the benefits of an iterative approach: -
• Risks are mitigated earl ier. 
• Change is more manageable . 
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• Higher level of reuse and better overall of the quality. 
• Ensures rapid-delivery and controlled quality at each step in the design. 
• Elements are integrated progressively and almost continuously. 
• The result is a more robust architecture. 
• Testing occurs throughout the entire process. 
• Requirements gathering and validation are continuous. 
• The design can be separate out from the implementation of a software project. 
• The project team can learn along the way. 
• The development process itself can be improved and refined along the way. 
• Better overall quality 
• Enables architects to separate out the design from the implementation o f a 
software project. 
3.3.3 The RUP Captures Software Development llcst Practices 
The Rational Unified Process captures many of modem software development's best 
practices in a fonn suitable for a wide range of projects and organi1..ations. Commonly, 
there are six best practices, which wi ll be depicted in detail in the fo llowing. 
3.3.3.1 Develop Software lterntivcly 
Most software teams still use a waterfall process for development projects. This 
inefficient approach idle key team members for extended periods and defers testing 
until the end of the project lifecycle. This might pose a serious threat to release 
deadlines if problems tend to be tough and expensive to resolve. By contrast, RUP 
represents an iterative approach. 
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In the RUP, the iterative approach is very controlled; the number, duration, and 
objectives of iterations are carefully planned, and the tasks and responsibi li ties of 
participants are well defined. In addition, objective measures of progress are captured. 
3.3.3.2 Manage Requirements 
Requirements management is a methodical approach to e licit, organize, communicate, 
and manage the changing requirements of a software-intensive system or application. 
The profits of effective requirements management are including: -
Better control of complex projects 
• Improved software quality and customer satisfaction 
• Reduced project costs and delays 
The RUP is a use-case-driven approach. Use cases used for capturing 
requi rements and defining the behavior of the system. It plays a major role in several 
of the process work flows, especially design, test, and project management. 
3.3.3.3 Use Component-Based Architecture 
Use cases drive the RUP throughout the entire lifccyclc, but design activities center on 
archi tecture. The main focus of early iterations is to produce and validate software 
architecture. In the initial development cycle, this takes the fonn of an executable 
architectural prototype that progressively evolves, through consequent iterations, into 
the final system. 
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A component can be defined as a nontrivial piece of software: a module, 
package, or subsystem that ful fills a clear function, has a clear boundary, and can be 
integrated into a well-defined architecture. It is the physical realization of an 
abstraction in the design. The RUP supports component-based development in several 
ways: -
• The iterative approach allows developers to progressively identify components 
and decide which ones to develop, which ones to reuse, and which ones to buy. 
• Concepts such as packages, subsystems, and layers are used during analysis 
and design to organize components and specify interfaces. 
• The focus on software architecture articulates the structure. The architecture 
enumerates the components and the ways they integrate, as well as the 
fundamental mechanisms and patterns by which they interact. 
• Testing is organized around single components first and then 1s gradually 
expanded to include larger sets of integrated components. 
3.3.3.4 Visually Model Software 
Models are simplifications of reality; help to understand and shape both a problem and 
its solution. A large part of the RUP is about developing and maintaining models of 
the system under development. The Uni tied Modeling Language (UML) is a graphical 
language used to gives a standard means of writing the system's blueprints and 
covering conceptual items such as business processes and system functions. Besides, it 
provides the vocabulary to express various models. 
3.3.3.S Continuously Verify Quality 
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In software development, quality is focused on two areas: -
• Product quality -- The quality of the principal product being produced (the 
software or system) and all the clements it comprises. 
• Process quality -- The degree to which an acceptable was implemented and 
adhered to during the manufacturing of the product. Additionally, process 
qu:\lity is concerned with the quality of the artifacts produced in support of the 
principal product. 
3.3.3.6 Control Changes to Software 
Many work products are often modified m an iterative development. Iterative 
development emphasizes the vital issues of keeping track of changes and ensuring that 
everything and everyone is in sync. Change management is a methodical approach to 
managing changes in requirements, design, and implementation. ll also covers the 
important activities of keeping track of defects, misunderstandings, and project 
commitments as well as associating these activities with specific artifacts and releases. 
Change management is tied to configuration management and measurements. 
3.3.4 Profits of Rational Unified Process 
The RUP has several strengths: -
• It is based on software engineering principles such as an ite rative, 
requirements-driven, and architecture-based approach to development. 
• It provides several mechanisms, such as a working prototype at the end of each 
iteration and the go/no-go decision point at the end of each ph&sc. 
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• Rational continues to make a significant investment in its RUP product, an 
HTML-based description of the Unified Process that the organization can tailor 
to meet its exact needs. 
3.3.5 \Veaknesses of Rational Unified Process 
The RUP suffers from several weaknesses: -
• It is only a development process. As shown in Figure 3.2, it misses the concept 
of maintenance and support. 
• It does not explicitly support m~lti-project infrastructure development efforts 
and missing opportunities for large-scale reuse within the organization. 
• The process is likely not yet sufficient for the complex needs of modern 
developers because Rational's approach was initially tools-driven. 
3.3.6 Unified Modelling Language 
The Unified Modelling language (UML) is a set of standardizes notations that resulted 
from the brainchild of Grady Booch, James Rambaugh and Ivar Jacobson. Prior to the 
UML, there was no clear leading modelling language. Many similar modelling 
languages shared a set of commonly accepted concepts that arc expressed slightly 
difTcrently in various languages. 
The UML is a grnphical language for specifying, visualizing, constructing, and 
documenting the artefacts of software-intensive systems. It represents a collection of 
the best engineering practices that have proven successful in the modelling of large 
and complete systems. 
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Develop a model for an industrial-strength software system pnor to its 
construction or renovation is an essential as having a blueprint for large building. 
Good models are essential for communication among project teams and to assure 
architectural soundness. As the complexity of systems increase, so does the importance 
of good modelling techniques. 
UML has been design for a wide range of modelling. Meanwhi le, the system 
development focuses on three different models, which are: -
• Functional model; describes the functionality of the system from the user's 
point of view using the use case diagram. 
• Object model: describes the structure of a system m term of the objects, 
attributes, association and operations using the class diagram. 
• Dynamic model: describes the internal behaviour of a system using sequence 
diagram, state chart diagram and activity diagram in UML. 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
A software development methodology is very important for a sofiware 
invention. It is needed to ensure the entire development is always within schedule and 
budget and deliver high-quality sothvarc that meets all the end-user requirements. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction of System Analysis 
System analysis is a development of the high level, architectural design for a solution 
system /Jacobson et al .. 1996/. 1t is focus on what the existing system does but not 
how it will be done. The analysis phase is essential to provide a clear insight into data 
input, processing and output without considering the end deliverables. A series of 
activities is carried out for this purpose and eventually leads to a set of system 
requirement specification. Thus, this process is sometimes known as fact-finding. 
4.2 Fact-Finding Techniques 
Appropriate fact finding techniques are used to establish and elicit the facts, which arc 
relevant to the design of a new system. The facts discovered form the basis for 
defining the requirements and functions of the new system. Three techniques arc used 
for this project: documentation, interview and questionnaires. 
4.2.1 Documentation 
A review of documentations on existing systems is usually a good starting point for 
fact-finding. Documentations arc efTcctive way for manual describing how the current 
system operates. A good picture of the flow of infomrntion usually can be gained 
through the studies on the various documentations, especially user manuals of the 
current systems. In additionally, the strengths and the weakness for each current 
system can be identified. Existing system which had studied are: Traditional 
Collaborative Leaming Approach, Blackboard System, coMcntor, and NetOp. 
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4.2.2 Interviewing 
Interviewing is the most predominant fact-finding technique. It has the potential 
advantage of providing face to face communication ''~th a range of users to verify 
facts. It also can probe for more feedback and observe the nonverbal communication, 
which consider is helpful for the infonnation gathering. 
A few interview sessions has been conduckd with some of the secondary 
school teachers and students of Faculty of Education in UM, whose are former 
teachers of primary school. From those sessions, some of the user key requirements 
and expectation to the new system have been gained. 
4.2.3 Questionnaires 
Questionnaires arc the most efficiency way to collect facts from a large number of 
people while maintaining standardized responses. It is inflexible method compare to 
interviews but infonnation can be obtained more quickly and cost effective. 
Furthermore, responses can be tabulated and analysed quickly. I lowcver the ri sk of the 
number return can be low. 
70 sets of questionnaires arc prepared in order to elicit more accurately facts. 
The target respondents are secondary school teachers, students and lecturers of Faculty 
of Education in UM. The graphs shown below arc the analyzed n;sults based on 40 set 
of questionnaires that are returned. 
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Section A of the questionnaires focus on learning effects. The bar chart shows 
which is the premier criteria for the implementation of CL T, from perspective of 
teaching-learning process and student's gained. As a result, cooperation is the most 
important feature that needs to be emphasized in both perspectives. 
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Figure 4. t: Bar Chart of Comparison of Premier Criteria 
Section B of the questionnaires concerns the initiative/facilities that arc 
available nowadays to implement collaborative learning. The first pie chart below 
shows the parties that put a lot of effort in implement ing the collaborative learning. 
Government gains the highest rate while primary nml secondary schools are the least. 
The second pie chart shows the sufficiency of facilities that arc provided for 
collaborative learning purpose. It is fact that high education institutes and enterprise 
usually provide enough facilities compare to the others. 
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o Secondary School Teacher 
o Primary School Teacher 
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O High-Education 
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D Primary School 
0 Kinder Garden 
• Enterprise 
Figure 4.3: Pie Chart of Sufficiency of Facilities Provided by Different Parties 
Last part of the questionnaires focus on issues of existing collaborative learning 
tools. Most of the respondents require the tool should meet the fo llowing requirements: 
• Provides clear guides and instructions 
• focus on students interactions 
• Provide major functions, including automatic groupmg, bulletin board and 
instructor monitoring 
• Easy to use 
• A void too complex in managing 
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• Avoid too many bureaucracy steps to follow. 
4.3 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement is a statement of the services or functions that a system should 
provide how the system reacts to particular inputs, and how the system should behave 
in particular situations [Sommerville. 1998 /. It is a set of functions that are required to 
be included in the system in order to achieve the objectives of CL T. 
CL T contains 3 distinct modules: main module, Jigsaw-Puzzle module and 
Think-Pair-Share module. This project will only concentrate on the functional 
requirements for main module. The others can be referred to my group members' 
(Miss Teo Poh Ling and Miss Teh Hwee See) studies. 
Each of these sections has different roles and use cases. The use case diagram, 
which is shown in the figure 4.4, is used to describe and detennine the overall 
functional requirements of the CL T. 
4.3.1 Use Case Diagram 
Use case diagram is a graph of actors, a set or use cases enclosed by a system 
boundary, communication (part icipation) associations between the actor and the uses, 
and general ization among the use.: casc.:s /Ali /Jahrami, 1999}. It is always used to 
represents the functionality of a system. An actor represents the role of the system' s 
user or an entity that resides outside the system, such as another system or database. 
While a use case represents a sequence of actions that an actor performs within system 
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to achieve particular role. The use cases capture all functional requirements of the 
system. The notation uses in use case diagram are depicted in table 4.1 below. 
Table 4.1: Notation of Use Case Diagram 
Notation Description 
~ Artor - the role of the system's user or an entity that resides outside the system. 
Use case -- sequence of actions that an actor perfonns. 
~ 
Unidirectional association -- show communication between 
~ 
actor & use cases. 
Gcnerali=ation -- a parent use case defines behavior that its 
[> 
chi ld can inherit. 
---/11c/11de re/nt10ns/11p -- one use case explicitly includes the 
<<include>> 
------------ :;> behavior of another use case. 
1~·x1e11ds relationship -- a base use case itnplicilly includes 
<<extend>> 
-------------- :;> the behavior of another use case. 
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Collaborafure I.earning Tool 
Figure 4.4: llsc Case Diagram of Collahorntivc Learning Tool 
CL T consists of two marn sections: instructor section and student section. 
Below are the functional requirements that arc defined from the use case diagram in 
the figure 4.4. 
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J.- Registration Module 
This module will allow the qualified general user to register as an authorized user 
of the CL T. They are generally called instructor, who has a powerful control right 
to the tool. 
> Authentication Module 
This module should be able to check the validated user when the user is login to 
CL T. The tool should not allow the unauthorized users to enter CL T. In 
additionally, the tool should be able to check for the user's level, instructor or 
student. Different level of user may have different view and control access right. 
).- Instructor Information Module 
This module should only allow the authorized students to view the information or 
their instructor without other control right. The instructor should be allowed to 
view, modify his/her own personal information and change his/her login password. 
).- Students Information Management Module 
This module should only allow the authorized students to view all the students' 
information under certain course without othcr control right. The instructor should 
be allowed to view all the students' infomrntion, add a new student record , modify 
and remove students' information. 
~ Check Result Module 
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This module allows the students to check their result for each discussion they 
participated in. Their grade is given by their instructor depends on their individual 
and group performance during the discussion and their result from the quiz. 
> Send Email Module 
This module should provide the instructor and studer:t to send email to each other 
Thi! instructor has the option either to send to all the students or selected student 
from a student list. 
~ Course Information Management Module 
This module should only allow the authorized students to view the course 
information and contents, and access the attachrnents that have been posted by the 
instructor. Other than that, no further contTol right is pcnnittcd. The system should 
allow the instructor to create a new course or remove an existing course fro1n the 
list, view and modify existing course information. In addition, the instructor should 
be allowed to view, add, modify and remove the course contents/outlines from the 
time to time. Besides, the instructor should be able to upload relevant information 
or notes for student references uses. 
~ Discussion Management Module 
This module should only allow the authorizc.;<l students to view the announcements 
about the discussion details (such as title, date and time of the discussion), which 
are posted by their instructor. They can only enter the discussion session if the date 
is val id as stated in the announcement. The instructor should be allowed to view , 
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add, modify and remove discussion from the announcement board. Besides, the 
instructor also can enter the discussion session any time they like. 
4.3.2 Sequence Diagram 
Sequence diagram is an easy and intuitive way of describing the behavior of a system 
by viewing the interaction between the system and its environment. It shows object 
participating in the interaction by their li fe- lines and message they exchange, arranged 
in a time sequence [Ali Bahrami, 1999}. The sequence diagram shows the overall flow 
of the program's control. The table 4.2 depicts the notations used in the sequence 
diagram. 
Table 4.2: Notation of Sequence Diagram 
Notation Description 
-
I :C l~ss I Object 's lifeline - represent the object ' s existence during the interactions . 
• 
' 
' 
' 
' • 
Focus of control -- shows the period of time during which 
~ an object is pcrfonning an action, e ither directly or through an underlying procedure 
Message~ Afeswge -- sends n message from an objec t to another 
/ 
object. 
Message 
A1essage to self -- sends a message from one object back to 
=:J the same object. 
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The sequence diagrams of the CL T are shown in the appendixes. Each of the 
sequence diagram is a graphical representation of a scenario of a use case (figure 4.4 ), 
and it describes interaction between objects. 
~A Non-functional Requi rements 
Non-functional requirements are the constraints under which a system must operate 
and the standards which must be met by the delivered system [Sommerwille, 1995 ]. 
These requirements are often considered critical. Failure to meet an individual 
functional requirement may degrade the system but failure to meet a non-functional 
requirement may make the whole system unusable. Below are the non-functional 
requirements for CLT: -
).. Secur ity 
In web-based application system, security is crucial in order to protect user' s 
privacy and database. CL T deals with the issues of integrity of user registration 
data, authentically process, and confidential of user information . 
,. Inter-operability 
Computer and application from difTcrent suppliers will have the capability to work 
together on a network and connect to each other. Besides, CL T should provide 
multi-platfom1 feature which is enabled its website to be launch in most of the web 
browser engine such as lntcmct Explorer and Netscape. 
~ Robustness 
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The system must be able to handle error exceptions that may happen during 
operation of the system. CL T is designed to have short mean time to failure, low 
probability of unavailability, low rate of fai lure occurrence and high availability. 
Any invalid input must generate a clear and understandable error. The system 
must check the validity of all entries in a form before accepting the form of 
submission. 
).> User-friendly 
Generally, the design of the web-based application interfaces should be friendly 
and easy to understand. Criteria that are used to build the CL T's web interfaces: -
• Consistent. Screen design and error messages displayed are standard m 
order to reduce confusing and increasing comfort ability. 
• Accommodativ11 of all kind of level of users. 
• Appropriate error ha11dl ing with associated error messages. 
• Easy to use and navigate. The screens must be easy to read and 
straightforward. 
• Logical ancl appea/111g layout. The interface must be logical and consistent. 
;.. Efficiency 
Efficiency is understood as the abi lity or a process procedure to be called or 
accessed unlimitedly to produce similar performance outcomes at an acceptable or 
credible speed /Sommerwille, 1995 /. Efficiency is measured base on response time 
performance, page generation speed and graphics generation speed. 
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r Scalability 
Scalability is a guarantee of the capability of the system to migrate as a client or 
server to machines of greater or lesser power, depending upon requirements, with 
little or no change to the underlying components. The solution can be scaled using 
hardware or application configuration or both. 
~ Reliabil ity 
Reliability is the extent to which a program can be expected to perform its intended 
function with required precision [Pressman, 200 I}. It is closely related to correct 
link processing, error recovery and user input validation and recovery. The 
application system, software and hardware shall be reliable and shall not cause 
unnecessary and unplanned downtime of the overall environment. Besides, error 
message should be state clearly for each man-made error. 
).- Code Reusability 
Code must be written in the form of reusable, extensible, and well documented. 
The code must be very readable and well-organized to enhance the reusability in 
future. 
4.5 Development and Runtime Requirements 
This part will describe the hardware and software requirements for the CL T, in both 
development environment and runtime environment. 
4.5.1 Hardware Requirements 
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Table 4.3: Ha rdware Requirements 
Development E nvir onment Runtime E nvironment 
Hardware • 200 MHz Pentium Processor • Pentium Ill and above computer 
Requirement • 256MB RAM • 64MB RAM and above 
• 40.0 GB Hard Disk • 6.4GB Hard Disk and above 
• Standard input/output devices • Standard input/output devices 
(CD-ROM, Modem, mouse, 
keyboard, pri nter and etc) 
4.5.2 Softwa re Requirements 
Table 4.4: Software Requirements 
Development Environment 
Software • MS SQL Server 2000 
Requirement • Windows 2000/XP 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 
• Netscape Navigator 4.7 
• Ms frontPagc 2000 
• Personal Web Server 
• Internet Information Server 
• Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
• Microsoft Visual Studio.Net 
(CD-ROM, Modem, mouse, 
keyboard, printer and etc) 
Runtime Environment 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 and above 
• Netscape Navigator 4.7 and 
above 
• Ms SOL Server 2000 
• lntcmct lnfom1ation Server 
• Personal Web Server (if the 
operating system is Windows 98 
and below) 
• Any Windows Operating System 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 
Throughout this chapter, very detailed descriptions on needed requirements are 
performed. These include elaboration on system analysis, fact-finding methods such as 
documentation, interviewing and questionnaires, and some work in analyzing the 
result of those fact-finding techniques. After all, by using object-oriented analysis, use 
case diagram is dr:\wn and ~cvcral system functional requirements are defined. Some 
nonfunctional requirements had also been recognized to be important to CL T 
successful. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction of System Design 
The design phase is the stage, which translates the requirements into the module 
characteristics. It concerns on how the system functionality is to be provided by the 
different components of the system. The system design comprises of ·system 
functionality design, database design and the user interface design. The fi rst task in 
system design is to specify application architecture. 
5.2 System Architectu re 
Collaborative Learning Tool (CLT) is accessible using standard internet protocol. CL T 
are accessed via web protocol and data formats such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP) and Extensible Markup Language (XJvtL). In a raw drafi , the CLT architecture 
consists of a group of end users, in this instaince the instructor, the student$ and the 
general users. /\II data needed by each module arc stored in same database. It is ideal 
to thought of CL T us a set of services that arc provided to clients that makes use of 
these services and each of these services will require data stored in one location. The 
CL T architecture is found suited to the client-server archi tecture. 
5.2.1 C lient-Senter Architectu re 
In a client-server architecture, an application is moddcd as a set of services that arc 
provided by severs and a set of cl ients that u1sl! these services. Thi.! dcsig11 · of client-
servcr system should reflect the logical structure of the application that is being 
developed. The concept of client-server archi tectures have already been introduces in 
Chapter 2. 
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5.2.2 Three-tier Architecture 
Among several types of client-server architectures, the three-tiered architecture is 
found to be the best suited to CL T. The use of three-tiered client-server architecture 
allows the information transfer between the web server and the database server to be 
optimized. The communication between these systems does not have to be based on 
the Internet standards but can use faster, l1ower-level communications protocols. 
Efficient middleware that supports database queries in Structured Query Language 
(SQL) is used to handle information retrieval from the database. 
General 
User 
e server 
HTTP 
i11teraction 
Instructor Student 
Server 
CLT 
process mg 
Server 
Data 
management 
Figure 5.1: Thre<..'-tier client-server a rchitecture of CLT 
5.3 System Functionality Design 
In this phase, CL T is designed from a functional viewpoint, starting with high level 
view and progressively refining this into a more detailed design. Collaborative 
diagram and activity diagram wi ll be used in this stage. 
5.3.1 Collaboration Diagram 
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Collaboration diagram is an interaction diagram that emphasizes the structural 
organization of the objects that send and recei vc messages. A collaboration diagram 
shows a set of objects, links among those objcicts, and messages sent and received by 
those objects. It also can be used to illustrate the dynamic view of a system. The 
notation used in the collaboration diagram is depicts in the table 5.1 while the 
collaboration diagrams of the CLT are enclosed in the appendix B. 
Table 5. 1: Notation of the Collaboration Diagram 
Notation Description 
I 
·Objed I Object - typically named or anonymous instances of classes. 
It may also represeint instances of other things, e.g., 
components and nodes. 
-Links - to show the links/relationship between the objects. 
~ 
Messages - to describe the interaction between the objects. 
Notes 1 Note - to give an addi'lional description; it can be put on the 
certain place which thinks there a need. 
5.3.2 Activity Diagram 
I 
An activity diagram is essentially a flowchart, showing Oow of control from activity to 
activity. It is often used to model the dynamic aspects of a system. I3esides, activity 
diagram can also model the flow of an object a:s it moves from sta te to state at different 
points in the Oow of control. The notation usedl in the activi ty diagram is depicts in the 
table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Notation of the Activity Diagram 
Notation Description 
• 
In itial state -- the start state of the activity diagram . 
(!) Final state -- the end of state of the activity diagram. 
Action States -- each s1ate representing the execution of an ( ) Action 
action, cannot be decomposed and atomic 
Activity() Activity States -- states can be decomposed; their activity 
being represented by other activity diagrams; not atomic. 
~ 
Branch -- specifies alternate paths taken base on Boolean 
expression. 
Forking and joining -- one activity can decompose into two 
activities that can done concurrently and joining back 
together after all the ac1tivities have been done. 
Swimlancs -- separate/partition the acti vity state on an 
l 
activity diagram into groups, each group representing the 
I I I business organization n;!sponsiblc for those activities. 
.... Shows the flow of the next activity/action state . 
,, 
f- igure 5.2 and fi gure 5.3 below show the activity diagram of the CL T for each level of 
users (Instructor and Student). 
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Fi ~urc 5.2: Activity Diagram of Colla borative Learning Tool (for Instructor) 
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Fi~tarc 5.3: Activity Diagra m of Collaborative Learning Tool (for Student) 
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5.4 Database design 
The database design in CL T is based on the relational data model. In a relational 
database, the schema is made up of tables, consisting of ro\\'S and columns, where each 
column has a name and a simple data type. In object model, the counterpart to a table 
is a class (or classes), "hich has a set of attributes (properties of data members). /Alt 
13ahrami, 1999/. 
The following section is explained the mapping from object-oriented to 
relational database based on the class diagram of the CL T main module. All details 
regarding the tables in the database arc stored in data dictionary. 
5.4. l Class Diagra m 
/\ class diagram is a picture for describing generic description of possible system. It 
contains icons n.: prcscnting classes anti their 1dationships It is used to show common 
roles and responsibilities of the entities that provide the system's behavior during 
analysis; and capture the structure of th!.! classes that fo1 m the s 1stem architecture 
during design. The notation used 1n the class diagram is depicts in the table 5.3 
Table 5.3: Notntion of lass Dia~rnm 
Notation Description 
c lnss Class -- the cl:tss name is shows in the first compartment, the 
GQnam e 
second compartment list the attributes of the class, and the last 
~pnamoO 
compartment lists the operation of the class. 
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l <Im I Ahstract class -- is a base class, defining operation and state that . ..,, __ will be inheri ted by subclass. An abstract class has no instances. 
-- -
Ge11eralcatiu11 -- a parent class defines behavior that its child 
[> 
can inherit. 
Assoctatum -- relationship between 2 classes with the 
multiplicity shown on both end of the line. Multip:icity can be l 
or many (*), many to many and so on. 
Figure 5.4 shows the class diagram of the CL T. lt shows the interaction 
between structural elements found in the system. It is based on the scenario-based 
analys is results (shown in use case diagram and sequence diagrams), which helps to 
identi fy objects, attributes and operations in the system. 
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5.4.2 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary describes the field name, field type, field length and the description of 
each field in all tables stored in the CL T database. There are \ 0 tables of data 
dictionary stored in the database. for each table, the primary key is shown with (**) 
and the foreign key is shown with (*). 
Table 5.4: Table of Instructor 
Field Name Field Type Length Description 
**JnstructorlD int 4 Instructor ID 
Login ID Varchar 20 Instructor's login ID 
lnstructorName varchar 50 Instructor 's name 
-Password varchar 10 Instructor login password 
._ 
-Address varchar 100 Instructor address 
-
- - -lnsti tutcNamc varchar 50 Teaching insti tute name 
- --lnstitutcAdd archar 100 Teaching institute address 
--EmailAdd archar 50 Instructor email ndthcs::. 
- --ContactNum Number 15 Instructor contact number 
Table 5.5: Table of Student 
-Field Name Field Type Length Description 
. 
--
"'*Studentl D varchar 8 Student ID 
Studcn tNamc archar 50 Student name 
Address varchar 50 Student address 
-
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StudentContactNum Number 15 Student contact number 
StudentEmailAdd varchar 50 Student email address 
Gender varchar 2 M=Malc; F=Femalc 
Race varchar 2 M=Malay· C=Chinese· I=India· 
' ' , 
O=other 
Ability varchar 2 Student ability in the course 
InstructorlD int 4 Instrutor ID 
Table 5.6: Table of Course 
Field Name Field Type Length Description 
ucoursclD varchar 8 Course ID 
CourseNamc varchar 30 Course name 
- --CourseDcscription varchar 50 Course description 
. 
-DatcCrcatc<l Datctimc 8 Date course is created 
. 
- -StudentLoginPwd varchar 20 Password assigned by instructor 
for student login uses 
- - -
*InstructionlD int 4 Instructor ID 
TableS.7: Table of CourseContcnt 
Field Name Field Type Length Description 
Content ID int 4 Course content ID 
ContentTit lc varchar 50 Content ti tle 
ContcntDcscription varchar 250 Content Description 
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AttachFile varchar 50 Attach file name 
Course ID varchar 8 Course ID 
Table 5.8: Table of tudcntCoursc 
Field Name Field Type Length Description 
*Studcnt!D varchar 8 Student lD 
*Course ID varchar 8 Course ID 
Table 5.9: Table of Discussion 
Field Name Field Type Length Description 
**DiscusslD int 4 Discussion ID 
-Discuss Title varchar 50 Discussion title 
-DiscussDcscription varchar 300 Discussion description 
--
Method varchar 3 JP Jigsaw Pu11le: 
TPS Think-Pair-Share 
t--
- -DiscussDatc Datctime 8 Discussion date 
- -Discuss Time Oatctimc 8 Discussion time 
r---
Course ID varchar 8 ourse ID 
- -Phase 'archar 6 Discussion phase 
- --Status archar 5 Discussion current status 
-UploadDocNamc archar 50 Upload document name 
,_ 
DocDate datctimc 8 Upload document date 
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Table 5.10: Table of Student Discussion 
Field Name Field Type Length Description 
**StudentlD varchar 8 Student 10 
**Discuss ID int 4 Discussion 1 D 
Marki int 4 Evaluate mark 
Mark2 int 4 Evaluate mark 
Mark3 int 4 Evaluate mark 
--Mark4 int 4 Evaluate mark 
-Grade varchar 2 Student grade in each discussion 
ScndTextAbility varchar 3 Send text controller 
r-
DrawingAbility varchar 3 Drawing abili ty controller 
t--
-ExpertGrouplD varchnr 8 Expert group ID 
~ 
--·- - -NornrnlGrouplD varchar 8 Normal group ID 
-
,_ 
- -Pair!D 'llf'Chnr 8 Pnir ID 
t---
- -LoginStatus varchnr 5 Studt:nt login status 
UploadAnsNamc archar -- 50 Upload answer name 
5.5 Graphical User Interface Design 
The interface of a system works ns a central communication between the processing 
functions and the user requests. The objective of an interface is to enable the user to 
grab 111fom1ation that they need or to act as a medium for them to supply more 
infonnation to the system. The interface is aimed to improve efficiency and 
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effectiveness of the user when using the entire system. In addition, a good interface 
shall not cause the user to remember a large number of commands or codes, but should 
as user-friendly as possible . Below is the prototype fo r a user interface. 
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... .. . 
Figure 5.5: User Interface of Colh1borntivc Len ming Tool 
5.6 Chapter Summary 
The system designs require experience as wd l as systematic plannmg. This is 
due to only with the proper system design; the project cun be curried out faster and 
easier. In addition, it will be used to build source codes in order to implement the 
design generated from before. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEl\l IMPLE!\IENTATION AND DEVELOPl\1 ENT 
6.1 Introd uction of System Im 11lementat ion 
System implementation in a nutshell is the construction of the application. The initial 
stage of system implementation involves setting up the development environment. This 
includes setting up development tools to facilitate the system implementation. Process to 
convert system requirements into program codes is done in this phase. Gerierally, tliis 
phase always involves some modifi cations to the previous design due to the limitation of 
the programming language used. 
6.2 Development Environment 
The usage of dynamic and suitable hardware and software can help accelerate the 
development or construction of any system. The following sections discuss the hardware 
and software tools used to develop and document CL T. 
6.2.1 Hardwa re Development Environment 
The hardware configurat ion of the CLT development environment is listed below· -
• 200 Ml lz Pentium Processor 
• 256 MB RAM 
• 52x CD-ROM On' e 
• 40.0 GO Hard Disk Drive 
• Others standard dcsk1op PC compliance 
G.2.2 oftwa rc Development Environment 
The followmg table summarized the software tools used in the development of CL T: -
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Table 6.1: Software Tools Used for the Development of CLT 
Software Usage Descr iption 
Microsoft Windows XP Development Operating System (OS) 
Pro fessiona I Environment System 
Requirement 
Microsoft Visual Studio System Development Development tools for 
.NET framework coding the web pages 
Microsoft Internet Web Server Web Server Host 
lnfon11ation Service 
Microsoft SQL server 2000 Database Design Database design, 
cor.strnction and 
implementation for data 
storage and manipulation 
ASP.NET System Development Programming language to 
coding web pages 
YB.NET System De clopment Programming language to 
coding web pages 
l lypcr Text Markup System Devdopmcnt Coding the web pages 
Language (I ITML) 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 lnt<.!rfacc Design C1 ~n ti ng CLT logt' and 
button 
Swish 2.0 Interface Design Ci eating 11ni111ation in 11111111 
p:1gc 
Macromcdia Drcamwca' er User Interface Design Designing the header of the 
MX web pages 
Internet Explore 6.0 System Development Web Browser for running the 
system 
Microsoft Word 2000 Documentation Document the report and 
user manual. 
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6.3 System Development 
The fo llO\ving sections describe on how to implement and develop the CL T, including 
configuration of database server, system coding and user interface design. 
6.3. l Database Implementation 
Microsoft SQL server 2000 was chosen as a database server in the development of CLT. 
It is used to keep users' detai ls. CL T is an online application, which the instructor can 
create, edit and delete any records directly into the CL T database (Figure 6.1). The 
implementation of the database is described briefly as below: -
• Creating a new database for CLT using Enterprise Manager, named CL T 1 
• Design tables as stated in system design and name the tables 
• Insert data name, data type and length of the data for each table (Figure 6.2) 
• Manage relationship of the tables in a diagram fom1 (Figure 6.3) 
• Insert default data in the database 
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Figure 6.1 Enterprise Manager Used to C reate CL T Database 
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6.3.2 System Coding 
Coding is a process that translates a detail design representation of software into a 
programming language realiLation which is in machine-readable fonn. Microsoft Visual 
Studio .NET Framework is used in creating all of the modules. In the process of coding, 
every algorithm that is designed during desibrn phase is transformed into lines of code. 
Comments were written within the code to aid the understanding of the coding and ease 
for future enhancement. 
6.3.2.1 Connection to Database 
VB. NET Framework provides several types of database connectivity engines for Access, 
SQL Server, Oracle and other databases. For SQL Ser er, each module in the framework 
that needs to access and manipulate the database has to import "System.Data.SqlClient". 
Figure 6.4 below show part of the coding that set up the connection to the database 
server to read data by SQL query statement 
Imports System.Daw 
Imports System. Data.SqlClicnt 
Public Class Announcement 
Inherits Systcm.Wcb.Ul.Pagc 
Protected WithEvcnts lbllnfonn As Systcm.Wcb.UI \VcbConttols Label 
Protected WithEvcnts dgAnnoun As , ystcm. Wch.UI. WcbContrnls.DatnGnd 
'Set up connection 
Dim myConnection A. Ne\\ 
SqlConnect1on(Configurntion cnings.AppSettings("DI3conn")) 
Dim mySQL As String .. Select• From Discussion" 
Dim myDataRcadcr As New SqlDataRcader(mySQL, myConncction) 
End Class 
Fi~11rc GA Part of . ourcc Code for Connecting to the Da tabase Server 
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Besides, web configuration in the .Net framework of CL T project also needs to 
be setup its connectivity to the proper database server, as sho\\11 in the fi gure 6.4. This 
can ease for any change of database server in future as only need to modify the code 
once in this configuration 
<configuration> 
-....appSettings> 
<add key "DBconn" va lue- "scrver=(local); database=CL Tl ; uid=sa~ 
password ~" I> 
</appSettings> 
</configuration> 
Figure 6.S ctting the web.config to Connect to SQL Ser\'Cr 
6.3.2.2 Coding Approach 
The coding approach used 111 the development of CLT is the top-down approach. 
Beside~. bottom-up approach 1:- nbn applied for few or tht.: s stem codmg (source code 
of the CLT will be shown in appendixes). Below is the briefly explanation on these two 
coding approaches being used : -
>-- Top-down Approach 
In top-down approach, modules to be accomplished is broken down into sub 
modules and then fun her decomposed into smaller sub modules or functions, and 
so fonh All these small modules or functions are built and developed separately. 
13y usmg this approach, CLT is decomposed into several modules (e.g. 
Instructor, Student, Course etc). Each of these sub modules is then decomposed 
into sub modulct, or function (e.g. Add, Edit or Delete record). 
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).. Bottom-up Approach 
Lower level modules will be constructed first before the higher-level modules. 
The higher modules arc just the skeletons that call the lower modules. Once the 
modules and sub modules under the lower modules are coded, higher modules 
will be creates to link each of the modules together. 
6.3.3 System Debugging 
System bugs arc a natural part of the development process; as human-being is simply 
error-prone. Therefo!"e, debugging should be c.:mbraced as a necessary part of the 
development process in order to track and correct program bugs Two fundamental 
debugging strategics used arc bug prevention and bug detection. 
6.3.3.1 Uug Prevention 
Bug prevention is the process of d 11n111ating the occurrence or bugs before they have a 
chance to surface. It is treated as a pnrnary \\t\)' to elinunate bugs by appl mg some 
prevention codes in the programs. Exception handling 1s one or the usefu l prevent ion 
debugging mechanism. It can detect and respond to unc.!,pcch.:d c\ cnt\ dunng 1 untimc.: by 
its try and catch clause. 
/\ try clause tells the runtime system that a section of code could cause trouble. 
Another piece of code (a handler) is needed in a corresponding catch eilausc, which 
responds to errors cause by the code in the try clause. Figure 6.6 below show an 
exception handling in CL T code which inform user that the upload file is failed for 
certain reason. 
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Try 
'Save the uploaded file to the server. 
tfFileAttach.PostedFilc.SaveAs(strFi lcPach) 
lblUploadScatus.Text strFileName & "has been successfully uploaded." 
strUploadStatus = "PASS" 
Catch Ex As Exception 
lblUploadStatus.Text = "Upload file failed for the reason: " & Ex.Message 
strUploadStatus = "FAIL" 
End Try 
Figure 6.6 E:\ccption handling in CLT Code 
6.3.3.2 Bug Detection 
The system will still be contended with a certain number of bugs even bug avoidance 
technique has been applied. I lcncc, program stepping, breakpoint un<l watch window is 
used to track down the bugs. There arc methods that provided by the .Net Framework to 
step over the coding line by line for each time an C\cnt is triggered. As a result , the 
causc of thc error can bc easi ly dctcch.:d and corrcctcd. 
6.3.4 User Interface 
The user interface is the only portion of the appltcat1 on that 1s responsive user 
interaction. It should include all cvcnt-handkrs or events 1n response to user request 
(e.g. click, mouse over, page change etc). lt also mcludcs those procedures that ei ther fi ll 
controls with data or retrieve data from controls. ln short, user tntcrface layer should 
perform the following tasks: -
• Displaying all application data or infonnation via windows object. 
• Initiating all user request (e.g. input, modify and delete data via window object) . 
• Responding to the changing states of window object. 
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6.4 Progra m Optimization 
The development of CLT involves many database manipulation, user-defined functions 
and integrated sub-modules. Hence program optimization is needed to improve its 
efficiency and effectiveness. There are two ways to implement program optimization: -
~ Increase Ille execution speed of tl1e program 
• Avoid using variant data types, which requires additional internal program 
standards to identi fy the infonnation being stored. 
• Minimize the amount of program initialization (inside Page Load event) 
which forced to appear before startup code is executed. 
• Breaking codes into functions and sub-functions. Repeating actions can be 
stored in functions to sa e memory and increase execution effectiveness. 
).. Decrease tile program size (mtwu11t of memory 1ue) 
• Reviewing codes for unused variants, constants and "dead-code" and remove 
them from the program codes. 
• Assigning the string variables to 1cro-lcngth string i f it is no longer needed 
6.S Cha pter Summary 
System implementation is an important phase to ensure the successful transmission of 
system design and system requirements to real product for real world usag!!. During the 
implementation phase, system debugging is being carried out occasionally to prevent 
any of the system bugs. Testing should be done to test the accuracy and reliability of the 
application. Testing of the system will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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C HAPTER 7: SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 In troduction of ystem Testing 
System testing is a critical phase of ensuring its quality control and assurance. Testing 
represents the complete and extensive review and challenge on the application design, 
specifications and codes. Its main objective is to identify the errors and run-time 
program bugs as much as possible and to eliminate them. 
The testing process should proceed in stages where testing is carried out 
incrementally in conjunction with system implementation. In general, the testing process 
of CL T can be shown in the Figure 7.1. All the details wi ll be further explained m 
subsequent sub-sections. 
7.2 llnit Testing 
Unit 
Tostlno 
M odlllO 
T esting 
lntogrotlon 
To:. ting 
Fi~u rc 7.1 Testing Process 
Systom 
T asting 
Unit testing aims at the crification of the smallest un it within a program. Each unit was 
tested independently to assure accuracy. In CL T, each module contain sub module, 
which in tum consist of difference functions and units. These functions were 
1nd1 1dually tested before the entire application was tested. The white-box and black-box 
approach was used to carry out unit testing. 
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7.2.1 \Vhite-box Testing 
White-box testing, sometimes also called glass-box testing uses the control structure and 
implementation of the procedural design to derive test cases. Tests are conducted, 
whereby lines of codes arc examined one by one to ensure that small unit of codes are in 
accordance \\ith system specifications. The white-box testing for CL T has been divided 
into several coverage categories as shown in Table 7.1 below. 
Tablc7.1 Coverage Categories of\\'hite-bo~ Testing 
Coverage Categories 
Segment coverage 
Explanation 
Every segment of the code between control structures is 
supposed to execute at least once. 
Branch node coverage Every branch at every possible direction is taken at least 
Compound condition 
coverage 
Data now testing 
Loop testing 
Basic path and path 
testing 
once. 
When m11lt1ple conditions appear in the code, every possible 
combination is tested based on n truth table. 
Data now testing IS rm;unt for renecting dependencies that 
arc mainly caused h sequences or data manipulation 
Loop testing is ditlicull to tesl when dependencies exist 
among the loops or between a loop and the code it contain. 
Each independent path throughout the code is usually taken 
at a predetermined order. When dependencies appears in the 
code, each path where dependency appears exists must be 
tested. 
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7.2.2 Black-box Testing 
Black-box testing, also called behavioral testing, relics on the specification of the system 
or software. This testing includes error guessing and boundary value analysis to find 
incorrect or mission functions, interface errors, errors in data structures, performances 
errors and initialization and tem1ination errors. Some mistakes or values (out of 
acceptable range) are entere<i to test the system reaction and determine whether the 
system \vtll prompt out the appropriate error message. Besides, it also tests the 
functionality of the system in an ad hoc basic without know1ng the logic structure of the 
code. Inpu! is provicied and output is verified manually to check for accuracy. 
7.3 Module Testing 
A module consists of a collection of dependent components to perform a particular task 
or function. In module testing, units in different modules arc tested together to ensure 
the now between the cocks or the moduks arc not disrupted Different possible test 
cases arc applied to the module and the test results would be verified. The modules arc 
tested with some dummy data. If an error occurs, the related error to that unit is checked 
and then modified. Testing is repeated unti l no cnor occurs 
7.4 Integration Testing 
Integration testing begins after all objects, components and individual modules have 
passed local unit tests. System with integrated modules must go through integration 
testing to ensure valid linking and dynamic relationship establishments between modules 
and sub modules of the whole system. 
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Every link to all modules was tested and all components such as variables 
passing, parameters passing of function and event procedure calls, inter-module 
variables and control values passing must be tested again in the integration testing. The 
flows of the information between modules are also validated for accuracy and 
completeness in this testing phase. 
7.5 System Testing 
System testing is designed to reveal bugs not possible attributed to individual 
components or to interact between components and modules. System test is carried out 
on the entire integrated system, whereby integrating main module (this project), Think-
Pair-Share module (developed by Teh Hwee See) and Jigsaw Module (developed by Teo 
Poh Ling) as one unit. 
System testing activities include n series of diITcrcnt test designed to fully 
exercise the system to uncover its limitation and to measure its capabilities It 1s 
purposely test for system performance, reliability, accuracy und other criteria. Besides, it 
also concerned with validating that the system fulfills its functional and non-funct1 onnl 
requirements. 
7.6 Interface T esting 
The system interface should be user-friendly and not confusing. It is esseniial to ensure 
the user understanding what he or she is doing and what is the expected outcome. 
Instructions must be given in an appropriate manner and at the appropriate time. Error 
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messages should be clear and straight to the point. However, the error messages should 
not bring on any bad feelings on the user or leaving user discouraged to use the system. 
Besides, the interface design should not lead the user to key in invalid entries. 
Data type like data fonnat and data length will be controlled to avoid unnecessary 
problem. for every input text, the maximum length must be set according to the setting 
in the database. for example, the password must create in maximum length 8 characters. 
lf over the maximum length, user will be requested to re-enter a new password with 
required length. 
7.7 Chapter Summary 
The overall system testing yields the expected results. In the next chapter the conclusion 
of the whole system is being carried out. The obstacles faced during the development of 
the system, the system strcnuths and limitation, and future enhancements arc discussed 
in detail. 
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CHAPTER 8: EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
8.1 Introduction 
After complete the system testing phase, evaluation of the CL T was carried out. 
Evaluation is the ultimate phase of developing a system before delivery the system to the 
targeted end users. It was related to target user environment, attitudes, infonnation 
priorities and several other concerns that are to be considered carefully before 
effectiveness can be concluded. The purposely to evaluate the end system is to find out 
the system streng1hs, limitations, and it future enhancements. Besides, the problems that 
were encountered during the progress of the system and its solutions also wil! be 
discussed in this chapter. 
8.2 System Evaluation 
Af1er the CLT had been comp\t;tcd for the first , a survey form in questionnaires is 
distributed to target users for c nlunting the tool pc1 formancc and usability. Then after 
the second modified of the CL T, especially focus on the interface designing, a survey is 
conducted with the saml.! questionnaires again. Result is being analyzed. Below is the bar 
graph showing the comparison among two version of the LT. 
90 
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Figure 8.1: Ba r Graph of Comparison between First and Second Evaluation 
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dramatically after the modification, especially the system user interface. The newest 
version with adding some suitable animation in the main page has attracted the general 
user eye-focus. User input fonn layout also had been modify to suite into a window 
without too much of scrolling that arc needed. Besides, some of the functions also been 
add1~d com{X" re to the first version after gathering the new opinion from the target users 
from the survey conducted. This has successfully increased the evaluation of the new 
version of CL T. 
8.3 Problems Encountered a nd Solution 
Various problems were encountered th roughout the development of CL T Most of the 
problems have been solved eventually. New experience and knowledge was gained 
during the process and effort tl)1ing to find the related solution for those problems The 
fo llowing sections arc some of the major problems thnt arose during the development 
process. 
8.3.l Lack of knowledge and experience in web-based prol!rnmmin~ 
The web-based application development is relative! • complicntcd compare to traditional 
stand-alone application. The programming or executable codes, structure designing is 
also rl.!quircd In order to de.!\ clop the S) stem, research and study on related material 
have hccn carried out Most of the researches found have provided assistance in solving 
various problems. Besides. discussion among friends and group members is another 
he I pf ul alternative in order to solve the problem. 
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8.3.2 Lack of knowledge and experience in database server 
Dealing \\ith database server to store and manipulate the entire data of system comes 
across a lot of problem. The method of administer and manipulate the database is rather 
different as compare to non-database server program. A lot of time has been taken in 
learning the database server concept. Surfing Internet, reading up the related material 
and riiscussing with group member and friends did help in overcome the problem. 
8.3.3 Insufficient development time 
There are too many holidays for th is semester, which had due to unavailability the 
faculty's lab to develop the system. As the send email module must have to be done in 
faculty's lab to try its server linking. In addition, more time was spent in learning, trying 
and searching solutions for the problem arose during the development of the systen1 as 
unfamiliar wi th the development tools As a result, some of the advance functions cannot 
be done within the expected time frame. 
8.4 ystcm trcngth 
CL T has developed in attaining its maJor objectives as well. Scvcml strengths of the tool 
wi ll be described in detail in the follo\\ing sections. 
8.4.1 Attractive and user-friendly interface 
CLT is de eloped using the standard Windows application interface, which is both 
system efficient and user friendly. Standard GUI control objects, such as buttons, text 
box, scroll bar, radio, WIMP (Window, lean, Menu and Pointing devices) are provided 
lo allow new users to quickly understand the use of the tool. Animation on the main 
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interface become more attracti e and eye-catching besides increase the curiosity to join 
in as new member of CL T. 
8.4.2 \Vidc-accessibility 
CL T is an online tool that allows teacher and student learning in cooperative way 
through Internet. Users can access the system virtually from anytime and anywhere in 
the world. The basic tool needed on the client-side PC is just Internet Explorer 4.0 or 
above, which is already prein!'tallcd with Windows 98/2000 and XP professional. 
8.4.3 Highly integrated module 
All modules and sub-modules in CL T an.: highly integrated, where data change and 
updates in any module can he detected and update to all other linked modules This can 
reduce data ent ry and management time besides kccp111g the concept consistency. 
8.4.4 Authorization nnd Authentication 
Each authorized user must have a login id and password that allow them to uccess the 
tool. The user should logging in each time before they cntc1 and stmt usmg the tool. The 
tool wi ll verify and validate the status of the user. 
8.4.5 Reliability a nd Accuracy 
CLT is a reliable tool because of the error tolerance provided by the tool. For any error-
pronc such as duplication of login id, missing require fields, invalid format or length of 
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required fields and etc, an error message for each process will be prompted stating the 
particular mistake. This can assure the accuracy of the data input by the user. 
8.5 System Limitation 
Due to time constraints, CL T docs not include all the advanced functions that a tool 
should have. These limitation<: can be ciddresscd in fu ture enhancements. 
8.5.1 Data Printing Function 
CL T has not provideci users, especially the instructors to print the data or information of 
the course contents or students' information in details from its applications. Some 
hardcopy might be useful for the instructor to keep record of the past, present and f uturc 
of this related infonnation. 
8.5.2 Too Many Data Input Needed 
The instructor, who has the power of full-control and full-manage of the whole 
collaborative learning process, might suffer to input all the data needed. The discussion 
could not be started whenever there arc no data of course and students record~ 
8.S.3 Calendar Viewer 
The calendar is just specified for the instructor to chL-ck their schedule to avoid timing 
crash for more than one activity. This functions is not enough advanced for. the instructor 
to rearrange their schedule and make an appointment to the date accordingly. In 
addi tion, this module is not available for another user of the tool (student module). 
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8.5.4 Only One Recipient for Each Mail 
For the send email module, only one recipient allowed for each email being sent. This 
might cumbersome the instructor if he/she wish to send email to whole course students 
with same contents. 
8.6 Future Enhancement 
System limitation should be addressed to enhance the functionality and features of CL T 
in future. The current version of the CL T can be updated with some enhancement 
features, which will discussed in the following sections. 
8.6.1 Provide l\tore Advance Functionality 
More advance functions should be added to the CLT system to enhance its usabili ty 
There arc including printing the needed data as store records for instructor, advance 
appointment making for the calendar module and allow sending email to more than one 
recipient in once. Besides, student should also be providl'd n calendar module so that 
they can learn how to arrange their schedule and time as well . 
8.6.2 Automation Tool for Data Inputting 
Most of the data input required instructor to key in one-by-one. This might due to more 
error-prone and cumbersome the instrnctor. CLT should provide an automation tool 
where some of the data such as student id or course id can be generated by tool itself 
instead of require the user input. This can save time and job of the instructor besides 
reducing the error-prone that is made by the user. 
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8.6.3 Encrypted the Database 
All the data and infonnation arc stored in a plain text fonn rather than in an encrypted 
format. Hence, that is a need for the database to be encrypted in order to enhance the 
security of the CL T tool. 
8.7 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this project (CLT) has been successfull y met it objective in developing a 
web-based collaborative learning tool. CL T integrates all its modules to provide a highly 
cfTcctive management solution for teachers to organize co:laborative learning with their 
students, which is considered a tedious work in manual form . I lowevcr, there arc still 
some limitations in this tool, which need to be enhanced in the near future in order to 
transfom1 its status to more advance tool. 
Throughout the development of Cl .T, a lot of valuable knowledge and 
experience was gained. There arc mcludmg the fundamental of web-based programming 
language in ASP.NET and VB.NET, configuration und manage the windows XP, web 
server (IIS) and SQL Server. Ne' crtheless, more importantly 1s the process of the p1 0_1ect 
management and development has leaded me toward how to work in group and 
communicating among team members and project target users to plan, proceed and 
success a project. 
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